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CHAPT3R I
BTT30DUCTI0IJ
Terminolpg?/ * In this scientific era with its vast
multiplication and duplication of terms, it has "become neces-
sary for anyone who wishes to write coherently upon any prob-
lem of a literary nature to first define the critical words
which he intends to employ.
In the past much confusi.on has arisen, and to a
great extent still exists, in the field of litercry criticism
because of the inability, or unwillingness, of the critics to
hit upon a terminology which would be acceptable to all. This
has been a great stumbling block to the literary layman who
attempted to approach the body of modern criticism in hopes
that there he might find a clarification of the problems which
arose in connection with an intelligent reading of contemporary
authors. Instead of aiding, ho. ever, modern criticism has
oftentimes only added to the existing muddle with its wild,
vague, and often conflicting use of such terms as: classic,
romantic, naturalist, realist, etc.
Pity the poor layman who resorts to the "doctors"
for a critical estimate of, say, Theodore Dreiser. One critic
C'-lls him a rerlist; another claims he's a naturalist; and
still a third points out that he is essentially a romantic.
At this point the inquirer throws ur> his hands in disgust and

2departs to more fruitful, and lucid, fields.
This, of course, is a deplorable state for a subject
which professes to offer so much to the average individual.
The doctrine of its .gratia art is is basically a false one,
and the ultimate value of any £rtistic pursuit must rest upon
the degree to vrhich it enters into and influences the lives
of the people at large. If literature is to have the great
influence that so many scholars like to believe it has, it
must be made intelligible to the reading public by its "high
priests'' and cease to be set off in a maze of ritualistic
language.
It is with this spirit and purpose that I approach
my own discussion of the work of Coffin, Frost, and Killyer.
The terminology which I am about to offer the reader as a key
to my own usage is in no way to be considered absolute. I am
neither attempting to fix the meanings of the critical terms
for other writers, nor am I defining the meaning of the terms
as used by current authors. Jty sole purpose is to clarify and
mske definite for the reader the words which may prove diffi-
cult in my own discussion. In so far as I have been able I
have attempted to use the definitions that are generally con-
sidered best by the writers of repute in this field; but where
this is impossible because of the great diversity of usage I
have arbitrarily fixed my own standards. To uphold this
method I should like to point out that it need be considered
valid for this paper alone.

3The first problem which arises in any consideration
of an author and his work concerns what we may call the
attitude of the author toward thc-t work. That is, the author's
artistic philosophy as it influences his manner and method of
production. This attitude falls generally into one of two
rather broad and sweeping" categories: the classic and the
romantic.
By the classic attitude we mean that the author
approaches his work with a sense of restraint and limitation
of scope—reason dominates and the artistry is considered at
every step. Form, simplicity, and neatness of style are
important. The design of the work is unified, logical, end
clear. The artist constantly refines and revises his material,
bending the matter to the rules which he sets up, as long as
those rules lead to moderation and control. The classic is
thus severe end conserve tivej usually there is respect for
the older traditions of the ijrt and there is some attempt at
imitation— in the Aristotelian sense of that word—of life.
In this usage the classic does not necessarily have anything •
to do with the ancient Greeks and Homar.s or with the so-
called great works of all ages.
In opposition to the classic there is the romantic
attitude which consists of a new
,
free, sentimental, indivi-
dualistic use of materiel ar.d form. The romanticist is en-
thusiastic ard. irregular, his imagination runs riot and his
emotions generally dominate the scene. The romantic artist
i
4usually dashes off his product as it comes to him with little
regard for form and no revision of content. Behind this
approach lies the philosophy of the old theory of inspiration
—
a theory that is older than Plato. This is the idea that the
artist is inspired by God, or at least by some spirit outside
of himself . It is the divine afflatus which suddenly comes to
him and fills him with poetry which he must immediately pour
out willy nilly.
To further differentiate let me give two examples.
One of the outstanding classic wr iters of history was John
Milton, iven those who are only casually acquainted with his
work know of the tremendous labor which he performed. He
practised, he wrote and rewrote, he blotted and revised.
"Jometimes years were spent on a creation until' each line,
each form, each image was perfect. Among the great writers
in the romantic tradition, on the other hand, was Percy B.
Shelley, whose rich, riotous verse is known to all lovers of
English poetry. Mere we have imagination and enthusiasm
personified. Shelley was typically romantic both in his life
and in his poetry. His was a wild, free spirit that knew no
bonds and no restraints. As was the man, so was his poetry;
he wrote with the feeling that he was the tool of the gods
and seldom indeed did he bother to lavish any effort on a
poem once it wes on paper.
It may be well at this point to intersperse a word
of caution against the dangers of oversimplification. The
•
two categories romantic and classic are not mutually exclusive;
they emerge from different sources and flow into each other
until, in the central ground, it would be hard indeed to dis-
tinguish them. I have described merely the extremes, but the
difference is one of degree rather than kind. In the work of
any author we may discern elements of both the romantic and
the classic; and sometimes it is difficult to decide which
dominates
•
The s-econd problem which arises in modern criticism
has to do largely with what we may call the manner or the
method in which the author presents his work. Here, roughly
speaking, there are four general types each merging with the
others. These are naturalism, realism, impressionism, and
expressionism.
Naturalism, in its general literary sense, has
nothing to do with the love of external nature. It is that
method of composition which attempts to present actuality in
a detached and objective manner. It is widely inclusive of
details and free in subject matter, treating humanity in all
of its aspects.
The naturalist does not shrink from the possibility
that a world so written about may appear chaotic and
purposeless. Naturalism is less selective, more all-
inclusive, than realism. The realist selects according to
some purpose those details which relate to his intent;
the naturalist also selects, but in his desire to create
a definite impression in the mind of his reader he re-
serves unto himself the right to go wherever he will for
his material.^
J-W. F. Thrall and A. Hibbard, A Handbook to Litera-
ture (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, 1936), p. 267.

6Realism represents a greater degree of control of material on
the part of the author. While it, like naturalism, endeavors
to present actuality and relies on truth and detail, still the
author is more selective according to his purpose. In char-
acterization it has been said that realism emphasizes indi-
viduals rather than types and thus will be psychological in
its approach to character.
Impressionism departs from the foregoing two methods
in that here the author attempts to present the world and its
people not as they are but as they appear to him. Thus it is
subjective and represents personal opinion and feeling. The
last method, expressionism, is a further development of
impressionism. Here the author endeavors to present an in-
tellectual abstraction of nature.
Unlike impressionism, which manifests considerable
faithfulness to actual appearances even while translating
the object through the personal mood of the artist,
expressionism translates these appearances intellectually.
That is, the expressionist presents actuality as modified
by his personality plus an intellectual conception.*
The author tries to give emphasis to some quality
inherent in the object. In other words the author expresses
himself on some subject with very little reference to the
objective world; there is an outpouring of what may be termed
the author's intuitive process. This is purely original
creation.
Another critical problem that we may well deal with
2 Ibid., p. 173.
•
here has to do with the form of the poetry as it appears on
the page. Without attempting too fine a definition we can
broadly say that there are two generally accepted categories:
the traditional forms of verse and free verse. The tradition-
al includes all of those forms which adhere to the commonly
accepted patterns of metre, stanza form, and verse forms like
the sonnet, the ode, etc. Those other forms which break the
conventional formulas are called free.
Other terms which will occur in this paper are:
mysticism, which is essentially a faith in the possibility
of the union of man's soul with some higher spirit; ration-
alism, which is a belief in the authority of reason rather
than sense perception or revelation; symbolism, which will
here mean merely the use of imagery in writing—the seizure
of "some aspect of an object Cso as to dignify! it with ima-
ginative. .. esoteric qualities .. .that it may represent some
philosophic, religious, spiritual, or social abstraction.
Another term, metaphysical verse, deals with what
is called philosophy in poetry, that is, poetry which deals
with the human spirit in its general relation to the con-
ceptions of the universe. Transcendentalism is a form of
idealism which places great reliance on the intuition and
the conscience, and is thus akin to the method of mysticism.
Neo -classic ism, another favorite with the critics,
represents a form of the classic attitude which is a reaction
3 lb id ., p. 428.
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8against too much imagination and emotional overflow. It is
a revolt against disorderly artistic form. It emphasizes
convention and stern adherence to the traditional rules of
orderly art. The appeal here is largely to the intellect;
polish and clarity are constantly sought after. The work of
Alexander Pope is perhaps one of the best examples of the
neo-classic approach to poetry. A word often used as a
synonym for neo-classic poetry is Augustan poetry.
Task. New Enerland, it has been proclaimed far and
wide, is dead and atrophied. Its industry is on the wane,
its people are migrating—or going mad, its famed educational
centers are losing the palm to other and younger institutions,
and its hold on the literary life of the nation—so firm
seventy-five years ago—has slipped and departed. So say
many contemporary critics and prophets of "the new poetry."
The Mid -West, they tell us, is now America's literary center;
and the poets who have most to offer the American people are
4
the vigorous sons of the plains and the waving corn. The
king is dead. Literature and New England have been parted.
After the Longfellows , the Lowells, the Holmeses, the
Emersons, and the Whittiers American letters have left the
bleak northeast. This is the paeon that is sung in in-
^Bruce Weirick, From Whitman to Sandburg in American
Poetry (New York: The Macmillan Comoanv. 1924). d. 177.
^Clement Wood, Poets of America (New York: E. P.
EXitton and Company, 1925), p. 143.
c
9numerable ladies' clubs in the South, Mid-West, and Far West
alike--and it is not true.
Should the discriminating reader reflect a moment
he will realize that in the past twenty-one years (since its
inception) the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, the American Poet's
highest accelade, has gone nine times to dyed-in-the-wool
New Englanders, and four more times to poets who, if they
didn't reside solely in New England, at least had long and
important contact with New England. This, in plain arithmetic
is a total of thirteen out of twenty-one, and that is a very
high figure when one stops to consider New England's size
geographically and in population as compared to the rest of
the country. Surely here is food for thought
I
Can it be that New England poets have something
which few other American poets possess? Does New England
give her sons something which is unattainable elsewhere?
Perhaps I We shall see. It is for the purpose of answering
these questions that I am presenting this study of New
England's most recent Pulitzer Prize winners: Coffin, Frost,
and Hillyer. I intend to discuss the life, the work, and
the beliefs of these men in an endeavor to show:
1. That the better New England poets represent an
island of classicism in the general sea of American
poetic romanticism.
2. That the average American poetry critic of the
day completely misunderstands and mis interprets the New
Englanders
•
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3. That the great mass of critical evaluation of
the day is hopelessly inadequate in its classification
of modern poets, especially those of New England.
The proof of the first proposition will help in
formulating an answer to the questions posed on page nine
concerning New England and her poets. The proof of the
second proposition will, I hope, aid in checking the loose
critical use of terms and the so easy pigeon-holing of
poets and poetry by means of single labels such as realist,
neo -classic, etc. Finally, in the third proposition, we
come to a sheer defense of the New Englanders at whom have
been hurled such opprobrious terms as " quietist"^ and
"egotist,"^ and who have been called everything from dis-
interested dwellers in a void8 to fumblers in artificiality9 .
We shall begin our study with a rapid review of
the background of American poetry since 1912 both as regards
trends and outstanding individual poets. Against this back-
ground we shall endeavor to fix the place of the New Englander
^Mar.iorie Barrows, compiler, Pulitzer Prize Poems
(New York: Random House, 1941), p. 183.
'Sara H. Hay. "Four Poets." Saturday Review of
Literature, 25:14, August 15
T
1942.
8 Granville Hicks, "A Letter to Bobert Hillyer,"
New Republic. 92:308. October 20
T
1937.
9 Raymond Knister. "Carmus and Others," Poetry,
25:281-83, February, 1925.
s
•
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so as to see wherein they differ from the majority of con-
temporary American poets. After that we shall have brief
biographies of our three subjects so that we may fill in
the highlights of their careers and so that we may have
material upon which to draw for a comparison of those sim-
ilarities and elements which contribute to their classicism.
Our next step will be to discuss each of the authors in turn;
here we will examine the contemporary criticism of these men
as it appears in books and periodicals; and then we shall
proceed to a careful textual analysis of their poetry and
philosophy. This will take us to the conclusion of the
study where we will attempt to bring together the various
threads and see that the task as above outlined has been
completed.
•

CHAPTER II
THE CONTEMPORARY" SCENE1
American trends since 1912 . Most students of the
history of poetry have observed the phenomenon that general
usage in the practice of versification tends to become rigid
and then loose in successive periods, each stage representing
a reaction against the last. American poetry has been no
exception to this pattern; and it is largely on the basis of
this pendulum-like movement between tradition and experimenta-
tion that contemporary verse can best be approached.
The period just prior to 1912 had, in its broad
outline, represented a stagnation and stratification of
American poetry that was characterized by an excessive ad-
herence to English Victorian models, flaccid sweetness and
gentility, and an overburdened emphasis on themes, words,
-'-For much of the historic and descriptive material
in this chapter I am indebted to the following two sources
:
Fred B. Millett, Contemporary American Authors
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company , 1940 )
.
Louis Untermeyer, American Poetry Since 1900
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1923).
^This theory may be found completely worked out in:
John Livingston Lowes, Convention and Revolt in
Poetry (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1919).
3 Millett, 02. cit., p. 127.
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and phrases which were supposed (because of their time-
honored usage by myriads of poetasters) to be "poetic."
Naturally, many of the young and rising American poets of
the time were aware of the situation and were reacting to
it, attempting to infuse new life into the general poetic
inertia of the times. In 1912 these reactions were suddenly
focused, encouraged, and marshalled by the founding of
Poetry, A Magazine of Verse in Chicago under the aegis of
Harriet Monroe. This magazine, dedicated "to new and frankly
experimental tendencies in verse, "^ did much to bring the
limelight to the unknown young authors who were organizing
the American renaissance.
In general that renaissance was instituted along
four major lines in the effort to liberate American poetry.
1. The shackles of the European authors and tradi-
tions were largely sloughed off and the birth of a new
and purely American poetry was heralded.
2. The jaded "poetic" themes and dictions were cast
aside in favor of a return to the actualities of life and
everyday speech.
3. The distinctive personal individualism of the
new poets was allowed to emerge and was stressed in
contradistinction to the older poets who had usually
issued from the same mold,
4. Poetry was torn from the hands of the small
^Untermeyer, op., cit.
,
p. 114.
(
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groups, the scholars and haunters of fashionable salons,
and began n ...£to express^ itself in the terms of demo-
cracy." A broad interest and indulgence in poetry-
began to make itself manifest.
With this start the renaissance blossomed forth
rapidly. In the four successive years following 1912 such
important experimentalists as Lowell, Lindsay, Masters, and
Sandburg issued volumes which gave rise to much heated con-
troversy. At the same time the Imagist movement, powered
by Ezra Pound and Amy Lowell, gathered momentum. On every
side hosts of young poets were writing new and interesting
verses. It is true that throughout this experimental orgy
E. A. Robinson and Robert Frost continued to work quietly
and surely in the great traditions of English verse, but
they were ignored and overlooked in the boundless enthusiasm
for the more bizarre and exotic elements.
The best known group of the experimentalists was
undoubtedly the Imagists. Collected by Ezra Pound, the
kindred spirits who formed the group issued their first
anthology, Des Ima^istes. in London in 1914. Prominent
among the contributors we find Richard Aldington, H. D.
,
Amy Lowell, William Carlos Williams, James Joyce, and
several minor figures. The following year Pound deserted
for other and brighter fields and Miss Lowell took over.
Joyce and Williams also left the fold, but D. H. Lawrence
5 Ibid., p. 7.

and John Gould Fletcher came in. In 1915, 1916, and 1917 the
anthologies entitled Some Imagist Poets were issued. Eventu-
ally the group broke up and the members went their various
ways, but not before their creed had exerted a powerful in-
fluence in American letters. Briefly, they attempted:
(1) to use the language of common speech, but to
employ always the exact word--not the nearly-exact;
(2) to avoid all cliche' expressions;
(3) to create new rhythms as the expression of a
new mood—and not to copy old rhythms which merely echo
old moods;
(4) to allow absolute freedom in the choice of
subject, since the Imagists believed passionately in the
artistic value of modern life;
(5) to present an image (that is to be concrete,
firm, definite in their pictures—harsh in outline);
(6) to strive always for concentration which, they
were convinced, was the very essence of poetry;
(7) to suggest rather than to offer complete state-
ments *
Obviously such a regimen was a declaration of poetic
independence which was bound to be immensely popular, and it
keynoted the feeling of the age. whether its disciples suc-
ceeded in adhering to their credo is a much disputed point
which for our purposes here is irrelevant; but that they
deeply stirred and influenced the practise of their period
is undoubted. After the Imagists came a deluge of other such
groups who banded together to promote some special program
in verse--Cubists, Futurists, Impressionists, and Vorticists
all appeared in kaleidoscopic succession. Each movement
claimed that it had the ultimate panacea for poetry and the
b W. F. Thrall and A. Hibbard, A Handbook to Litera-
ture (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, 1936), p. 208.
(
best possible comment on the entire situation may be indicated
by a brief review of the Spectrist incident which occurred in
1916. That year a volume called Spectra came from the press.
It was a book of experimental poetry by Emanuel Morgan and Anne
Khish. Morgan was represented as an unsuccessful American
painter fresh from Paris, and Khish was supposed to be a
Hungarian woman addicted to the writing of Russian poetry
with Latin titles. They were, they said, writing on the theory
that "the theme of a poem is to be regarded as a prism, upon
which the colorless white light of infinite existence falls
and is broken up into glowing, beautiful, and intelligible
hues.. J1 ' There was more on the same order, but I think that
even a dull reader will see what was being done. At any rate,
the cause of Spectrism rose high and rapidly with many leading
experimentalists rushing to its banner and with a wide accep-
tance among the brethren of the pen. The whole hoax, for
that of course is what it was, blew up when Arthur Davidson
Ficke and Witter Bynner (Khish and Morgan respectively)
admitted that they had been mercilessly lampooning and
leading on the so-called "new poets."
This episode by no means stopped the innovators, who
never even falteredj and they continued fearlessly (perhaps
obtusely) on their merry, mad way. The logical outcome of
their work is today visible in the poetry of E. E. Cummings
with its lack of punctuation, omission of capital letters,
''Untermeyer, ojd. cit., p. 188.
<
and unorthodox divisions of lines and even words. However,
by 1925 experimentation of the Imagist type had pretty well
run its course, and was superceded by a new school referred
to by Louis Untermeyer as the cerebralists. This school
stems from much of the work of Pound (who seems to have been
everywhere and into everything) and the early T. S. Eliot.
Arising in the early 1920 f s the movement grew and at one time
or another embraced in its various aspects such men as Pound,
Eliot, Ransom, and MacLeish. These men in their work ex-
emplified the doctrine of art by artists and for artists.
They played with theories of "pure art" and ended by "...sub-
stituting intellectual elaboration for free creative vigor."®
They were the worshippers of the cult of the obscure, and in
their poems they played games of esoteric reference and cross-
reference that only a literary man could hope to solve. One
explanation is that the general reading public had become fed
up with the rabid experimentalists and would have no more of
long-haired artistes . This made poets into "misunderstood"
people; and since no one would play with them, why they played
with each other—and the devil take the world.9
Almost as a natural supplement to the cerebralists
went those poets who leaned heavily on a psychoanalytic method
8Untermeyer, op., cit., p. 350.
9 Max Eastman, The Literary Mind (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1931).
This volume is the most complete treatment of the
misunderstood artist who resorts to obscurity as a defense
against a hostile world.
cr
and Freudian approach. Conrad Aiken, Eliot, MacLeish, and
Robinson Jeffers all utilize this at various times as a method
of presentation. These cerebralists and Freudians held the
field quite strongly from 1925 to 1935, nor are they defeated
yet.
The latest movement to arise is that which emphasizes
the social note in poetry and is chiefly exemplified by the
later MacLeish, Horace Gregory, Muriel Rukeyser, and Kenneth
Fearing. Originally beginning with the class conflict (during
the depression years) much of this poetry has in the present
crisis been devoted to the ideological conflict between
fascism and democracy.
The chief American poets since 1912 . The poets
of the generations since 1912 may be said roughly to break
into four general groups with, naturally, much interaction
and individualism breaking any hard and fast lines that
mi^ht tend to develop. The first group consists largely
of the ruggea, democratic sons of the Mid-West witn tneir
naturalism, romanticism, and free verse. The second group
is made up of the lyric poets, usually female, romantic,
impress ionistic, and as often as not using the traditional
forms of poetry. The third party are the experimentalists
who break roughly into two sects—those who emphasize prima-
rily forms, and those who depend for their effects on ideas.
The fourth, and last, of the general contemporary groups are
the classicists who deal in traditional verse. If we put all
(
of these poets into categories according to their attitude
(as outlined in the first chapter) those of the first three
groups would all come under the heading of romantics. At
this point it would be well to note that Millett in his
classification of the poets groups them as romantic, realistic,
and experimentalist. 10 Actually this is a mixing of categories
since romantic refers to an attitude while realistic refers to
a method and experimentalist is a description of a type of
approach to the writing of poetry. It is possible to be
romantic and realistic at the same time or even all three
of these categories, or for that matter none of them.
Of the first group, most widely known and read is
Carl Sandburg--emotional, democratic, a feeler rather than a
thinker. His work begins with the Chicago Poems in 1916,
and ever since his rugged, free -verse has been extremely
popular. Sandburg is romantic in his attitude and naturalistic
in his method. Behind Sandburg come Vachal Lindsay and Edgar
Lee Masters. Lindsay, who revels in primative emotionalism
and aesthetic democracy, startled America with his intensely
rhythmic poem The Congo in 1914. He, like Sandburg and Masters
is romantic, naturalistic, and a worker in free verse. He
has been a dead issue in American poetry since 1923. Masters
created a sensation, for the first and last time, with his
Spoon River Anthology in 1915—like the others he was poeti-
cally radical in his use of free verse. The latest apostle
lUMillett, 02* cit., pp. 127-152.
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of mid-western democracy is Paul Engle of Iowa whose poetry
generally follows in the tradition of his mid-western com-
patriots.
Of the lyricists the three best known representa-
tives are Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sara Teasdale, and Elinor
Vtylie. Miss Millay is a romantic mystic with a technique
which is largely traditional; Miss Vtylie is a metaphysical
or transcendental poet who follows Blake in a frigid way;
Miss Teasdale is almost a pure romantic impressionist who
utilizes the conventional forms of expression.
Of the experimentalists those who dealt largely
with the breaking of conventional form were Ezra Pound, Amy
Lowell, John Gould Fletcher, Conrad Aiken, and E. E. Cummings,
Of these Pound and Aiken were also concerned in the other
revolt, which dealt with the intellectual emphasis in poetry,
along with T. S. Eliot, Archibald MacLeish, John Crowe Ransom,
Horace Gregory, and Robinson Jeffers.
Ezra Pound is entitled to the designation of
experimentalist par excellence, wherever there was a new
movement in poetry there was Ezra Pounding away in the fore-
front. To him modern technique owes more than to perhaps any
other man. A thorough romantic, express ionistic exponent of
free verse and cerebralism he is a complete extreme in con-
temporary verse.
Amy Lowell was more a middle grounder and may be
thought of as a radical who was yet hampered and held back
by her New England background. Although she made a name for

herself in free verse, much of her work is in the traditional
metre. Either way she was a pronounced romantic (most women
are) and her method varied "between a light realism and im-
press ionism.
John Gould Fletcher has come a long way since his
Imagist days. He has developed from a dabbler in words alone
to a poet who incorporates both thought and emotion into his
language. His emphasis, however, is still largely on language
and on "Fantasy and imagination. 1111 Conrad Aiken, another
verbal musician, has also made much progress since his early
days from the realms of pure sound to the psychoanalytic
stream-of-consciousness method. E. E. Cummings represents
the revolt against form in an almost pure type and a cursory
glance at his pages will be sufficient for his classification.
Eliot, MacLeish, Ransom, Gregory, and Jeffers have
already been sufficiently discussed for our purposes in the
first part of this chapter. All of them are romantic expres-
sionists who deal in free verse. Eliot, Ransom, and the early
MacLeish are obscurists who revel in a suggestive literary
alius iveness. MacLeish and Jeffers make wide use of the
Freudian approach in their verse and the late MacLeish, along
with Horace Gregory, emphasizes the rising social theme. An
interesting sidelight here is the fact that Eliot, so radical
in his verse, is an expounder of the classic tradition in his
criticism. A fact which has led many into searching for the
J-J-Millett, pj>. cit.
, p. 357, quoting John Gould
Fletcher.
r
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almost non-existent classic element in his poetry. Another
disconcerting item on Eliot is his strong adherence to the
Church, which has made much of his latest poetry take on an
intensely traditional surface.
Among the traditionalists E. A. Robinson, who
should need very little introduction, is the leader (along
with Frost). Robinson is a classicist and a New Englander.
His method is usually impressionistic; his technique is formal
and conventional. George Santayana and William Ellery
Leonard, two other outstanding traditionalists, have done
much of their best work in the sonnet, that most rigid of
popular forms.
Of those whom we have not yet mentioned we cannot
here overlook the Pulitzer prize winning Benet brothers,
Leonard Bacon, or Mark Van Doren. Stephen Vincent Benet may
perhaps best be described as a lyric poet with a bizarre
touch. He is a romanticist whose method varies between
realism and expressionism. His verse is generally quite
free and underlying it there is often the social note. He
is extremely adept with narrative poetry. His older brother,
William Rose Benet, also does well with narrative poetry and
with lyrics; but unlike Stephen there is in him a good bit
of the mystic. He is the rider of a "fantastic Pegasus
and not the least of his charm consists of a liberal usage of
exotic names culled from Oriental geography. Leonard Bacon
l^Untermeyer, ojd. cit.
,
p. 239.
(c
is essentially a satirist and is traditional in his work; he
is connected with the New England literary scene. Our last
man, Mark Van Doren, is a New Yorker and a metaphysical poet
with a romantic attitude.
So much for the general background both as to indivi-
duals and movements. Let us now attempt to fix the place of
the New Englanders—Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer—against the
backdrop which we have just described.
The place of the New Englanders . I believe that the
position occupied by the New Englanders can be most graphically
shown by a chart which lists the important poets of our day
along with their section of the country and general classifica-
tion as to attitude and technique. The starred poets are
Pulitzer prize winners.
poet
Aiken, Conrad
Bacon, Leonard
Benet, Stephen V.
Benet, William R.
Coffin, R. P. T.
Cummings, E. E.
Dillon, George
Eliot, T. S.
Engle , Paul
Fletcher, J. G.
Frost, Robert
Gregory, Horace
Hillyer, Robert
Jeffers, R.
Leonard, W. E.
Lindsay, V.
Lowell, A.
MacLeish, A.
Masters, E. L.
Millay, E.
Pound, Ezra
section
New England
N. E.
New York
N. Y.
N. E.
Mid-West
M. W.
M. W.
M. W.
M. W.
N. E.
M. W.
N. E.
Far West
M. W.
M. W.
N. E.
N. E.
M. W.
N. E.
Europe
attitude technique
Romantic Free
Classic Traditional
R. F.
R. F.
C T.
R. F.
R. F.
R. F.
R. F.
R. F.
C. T.
R. F.
C. T.
R. F.
R. T.
R. F.
R. F.
R. F.
R. F.
R. T.
R. F.
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Ransom, J. C. South R. F.
***Robinson, E. A. N. E. C. T.
Sandburg, C. M. W. R. F.
Santayana, G. N. E. C. T.
*Speyer, L. M. W. R. F.
Teasdale, S. M. W. R. T.
Van Doren, M. ST. Y. R. F.
Wurdemann, A. Far West R. F.
Wylie, E. N. Y. R. T.
*Zaturenska, M. M. W. R. F.
This list includes all of the outstanding and repre-
sentative poets of our country and time. There are thirty-one
poets from the country at large, but ten of them are New
Englanders. Thirteen are from the vast area designated as
the middle west and four are New Yorkers. Two from the
Pacific coast, one from the south, and one who may be best
called a European (Pound) complete the list. On this list
only six are classical by attitude and all of these are New
Englanders. Seventeen on the list are Pulitzer prize winners
and nine of them are from New England as against eight from
the rest of the country; what is more, the nine New Englanders
hold thirteen Pulitzer prizes. Furthermore, of the thirteen
New England prizes nine are held by poets (five) who are
classical, while of the remaining four, two (Miss Millay and
often Miss Lowell) use traditional metres. The remaining
two, Aiken and MacLeish, are New Englanders by adoption and
they constantly come and go. Of the thirteen poets from the
Mid-West only one, William Ellery Leonard, uses traditional
metres to any extent, and it is interesting to note that his
educational background was largely acquired in New England.
At this stage I would like it understood that when
(c
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I here refer to Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer as classical I am
doing so on assumption and it shall remain for a later chapter
to prove the correctness of that assumption.
Of the poets on the list twenty-five are romanticists
as against the six New England classicists. On the basis of
the above statistics I think that it is safe to conclude that:
1. the New Englanders under discussion—Coffin,
Frost, and Hillyer—do represent a small stronghold of
classicism and traditionalism in a country whose major
contemporary poets are overwhelmingly romantic users of
free verse.
2. the classic traditional poets, though small in
numbers, are the most successful (as judged by performance
on the Pulitzer prize) of any group and tend to give us
our best known and, in the long run, most popular poets-
such as Frost and Robinson.
For the present this will suffice as a tentative
placing of the New Englanders; and we shall go on to consider
the biographies of the subjects of this study.
c
CHAPTER III
THREE LIVES
This is a purely biographical chapter. The aim here
shall be to present only the highlights in the lives of our
three poets. These highlights will be used as the basis for
our next chapter in which we shall endeavor to distinguish
and amplify the influences in the lives of Coffin, Frost, and
Killyer which give them a background for their classicism.
There will be no attempt here to penetrate below the surface
of the bare facts. 1
Coffin . Robert Peter Tristram Coffin was born in
Brunswick, Maine, on the eighteenth of March, 1892. His
family was of old New England stock and for generations past
they had sailed the sea in whalers or marched behind the plow
in some rocky New England field.
After the usual public school education in Brunswick,
young Coffin entered Bowdoin College in 1911 where he won two
Hawthorne prizes for short stories and was graduated summa
cum laude in 1915. His college had awarded him a Longfellow
J-For my facts concerning the lives of Coffin, Frost,
and Hillyer I am indebted to the following sources:
Kiinitz. editor, Living Authors (New York: The H. W.
Wilson Co., 1932), Frost, p. 135.
,
editor, Authors Today and Yesterday (New
York: The H. W. Wilson Co., 1933), Hillyer, pp. 319-320.
Fred B. Millett, Contemporary American Authors (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1940), p. 299, p. 362, p. 399.
National Cyclopaedia of American Biography (New York:
James T. White and Company, 1926), Current Volume A, p. 540.
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Scholarship and with this he went to Princeton University for
his master's degree.
In 1916 he was awarded a Hiodes Scholarship from
Maine and he proceeded to Trinity College, Oxford. There the
first World War broke in upon him and he left his studies to
accept a second lieutenant's commission in the United States
army. Upon his honorable discharge in 1919 he returned to
Oxford, taking the bachelor of arts degree in 1920 and the
batchelor of literature degree in 1921. His thesis for the
literature degree was on the English metaphysical poet John
Donne, and his examiners were Sir Walter Raleigh and the
laureate Robert Bridges.
After his return to the United States he taught
English in Wells College at Aurora, New York, where in 1928
he was made Anna Adams Piutti Professor of English. By this
time his poetry was bringing him some reputation and in 1932
he was invited to be the Phi Bet a . Kappa poet at Harvard
University. In 1934 Bowdoin called him back to take the
Pierce Professorship of English, and he has made his home in
Brunswick ever since.
His volume Strange Holiness won the Pulitzer prize
for poetry in 1936.
Mr. Coffin's career has been a distinguished and
scholarly one. His writings are remarkable both for their
quantity and the diversity of their subject matter and type.
His volumes of poetry are: Christchurch, poems , 1924; Dew
(
and Bronze, poems , 1927; Golden Falcon , 1929; The Yoke of
Thunder , 1932; Ballads of Square-toed Americans , 1933; Strange
Holiness , 1935; Saltwater Farm , 1937; Maine Ballads , 1938;
Collected Poems of Robert P. Tristram Coffin , 1939 ; and There
Will be Bread and Love , 1942. Besides this startling array
of ten books of poetry in less than twenty years, there ha¥e
flowed from his facile pen three novels, four books of bi-
ography, an autobiography of his boyhood (Lost Paradise ),
three volumes of essays, and one book on literary criticism
and one on history. He is also co-editor with Alexander M.
Witherspoon of A Book of Seventeenth-Century Prose . An
amazing exhibition from a man in his early fifties who is
bound to the exactions of academic work, and who loves long
and frequent lecture tours as does Mr. Coffinl
Frost . On March 26, 1875, Robert Lee Frost first
saw the light of day in San Francisco, California. He was
the product of a long line of Frosts who had enriched the
soil of New England with their blood and sweat until William
Prescott Frost (Robert's father) had decided to take Horace
Greeley's famed advice to go West. At the age of ten, his
father having died, Robert returned to New England with his
mother and sister. They settled down in Lawrence, Massachu-
setts, and in 1892 Frost graduated from the Lawrence High
School, co -valedictorian with Elinor White whom he later
married. After a few months at Dartmouth, whose discipline
irked him, he returned to Lawrence to work in the mill and
28
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perform other odd jobs at which he could turn a penny. He
married in 1895, and by 1897 had decided to try college once
more, this time Harvard, where he remained until 1899. Once
more he found the regularity of college unbearable and this
time he tried farming in Derry, New Hampshire, as an antidote.
After six years of unfruitful struggle with the soil he accepte
a position teaching English in Pinkerton Academy in Derry and
five years later went on to teach psychology at the New Hamp-
shire State Normal School in Plymouth. All this time he had
been writing poetry; but being unable to find any reception
for his work, he tore up his roots, burned his bridges and in
1912 went with his wife and four children to England where he
felt that he might more easily make an entrance into the lit-
erary world. His premonitions were correct. England enthusi-
astically acclaimed his A Boy's Will, published in 1913, and
North of Boston, published in 1914. Upon his return to
America in 1915 he found himself a famous poet. He settled
once more in New Hampshire and published Mountain Interval in
1916. That same year he was Phi BeVa Kappa poet at Harvard
and accepted a professorship in English at Amherst College.
In 1920 he helped found Middlebury College's now famous
Breadloaf School of English and in 1921-23 he became Poet in
Residence at the University of Michigan. His New Hampshire
won the Pulitzer prize for 1924 and his Collected Poems was
similarly honored in 1931. In 1937 with A Further Range he
won the Pulitzer prize for the third time, joining his friend
E. A. Robinson in that distinction. In 1936 he was appointed
id
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the Charles Sliot Norton Professor of English at Harvard
University and in 1939 he became the first incumbent of the
Ralph Waldo Emerson Fellowship in poetry at Harvard, To date
he has been the recipient of more than a dozen honorary degrees
and doctorates from leading American universities. Among
other honors he is an associate fellow of Pierson College,
Yale, and a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters
and the National Institute of Arts and Letters. His latest
volume, A Witness Tree , was published in 1942.
Frost.1 fe^ life has independence and integrity stamped
large upon it. At no point did he subordinate his will or his
destiny to the pressures which our twentieth century is
capable of exerting on a man with four children. He has re-
mained true to his art and to himself and therein has been his
success. Frost is an eminent example of talent encouraged
—
once it has been finally recognized—and merit rewarded. He
is unquestionably the world's premiere living English poet
and will go down in history with his predecessors in the major
stream of English verse.
HilXver . The youngest of our subjects, Robert
Hillyer, was born on June 3, 1895, in East Orange, New Jersey.
Like the other men, his ancestory goes far back in New England
tradition, one of his forebears having aided in the foundation
of Windsor, Connecticut, in 1639. Mr. Hillyer attended the
Kent School in Connecticut and in 1913 entered Harvard College
where he won the Garrison Poetry Prize in 1916 and graduated
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in 1917 with his A. B. degree. In the same year his first
volume of poetry. Sonnets and Other Lyrics, came off the press.
The war found him first as an ambulance driver in France and
later as a first lieutenant with the American Expeditionary
Force. At the war's close he served for a time as courier for
the Peace Conference and in 1919 came back to Harvard as an
instructor in English. From 1920 to 1921 he was a fellow of
the American-Scandinavian Foundation at the University of
Copenhagen and in 1922 translated A Book of Danish Verse with
S. Poster Damon. This was followed in 1923 by a translation
of the Egyptian Book of the Dead entitled The Coming Forth by
Day. 1926 found him an assistant professor of English at
Trinity College in Connecticut where he remained till 1928.
In that year Trinity awarded him an honorary M. A. degree and
Harvard recalled him as an associate professor of English.
In 1929 he was Harvard's Phi Beta Kappa poet (and
again in 1936). He had been writing poetry constantly and
seven slim volumes bore his name. His Collected Verse won him
the Pulitzer prize for poetry in 1934.
Mr. Hillyer succeeded Charles Townsend Copeland as
Harvard's Boyleston Professor of Ffaetoric and Oratory. He is
a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the
National Institute of Arts and Letters. Hillyer, though
chiefly a poet, has written two novels and has edited a number
of scnolarly volumes, notably the works of John Donne and
William Blake. His latest books of poetry have been A Letter
to Robert Frost and Others, 1937, and Pattern of a Day, 1940.

CHAPTER IV
BACKGROUND FOR CLASSICISM
Since the contributions of men like Freud, Jung, and
Adler to the science of psychology it has been recognized as
an accepted fact that the environmental influences which work
on an individual often have a tremendous, though sometimes
unrecognized and unacknowledged, power to mold the future
lines of thought and conduct along which that individual will
advance. It is with this thought in mind that I should like
to examine some of the influences in the lives of Coffin,
Frost, and Hillyer. Peculiarly enough, most of the influences
which we shall discuss operated in the lives of all three men.
That they (the influences) tended to produce like results is
explicable on the basis of our psychology.
We must first notice that all three men received
their higher education in the halls of the old colleges of
New England. Frost and Hillyer studied at Harvard, while
Coffin spent his undergraduate years at Bowdoin. Both of
these schools go far back in the history of New England and
about them are incrusted many of the old customs and tradition
which have elsewhere been long forgotten. Harvard, founded
in 1636, has for centuries been New England's, if not America'
guiding star in the realm of letters. Her influence is still
potent. Among our outstanding contemporary men of letters
s
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who attended Harvard in the years before the first World War
may be found such names as: Conrad Aiken, Heywood Broun,
Witter Bynner, Stuart Chase, E. E. Cummings, John Dos Passos,
Walter Prichard Eaton, T. S. Eliot, Arthur Davison Ficke, John
Gould Fletcher, Walter Lippmann, Charles Nordhoff
,
Eugene
O'Neill, Stuart P. Sherman, and John Hall Wheelock. 1 This is
a truly distinguished and impressive list.
Coffin's alma mater, Bowdoin, which was founded in
1794 with a good deal of help from Harvard men both in the
way of finances and teaching,2 has a strong literary tradition
of its own in the persons of such men as Nathaniel Hawthorne
and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Curiously enough, this tra-
dition is linked to Harvard's, chiefly by the dean of early
American letters, Longfellow, who, after graduating from
Bowdoin College and teaching there for a time, came to Harvard
to impose his theories and ideas upon several generations of
students who in their turn have aided in perpetuating the
traditions for which Longfellow and other eminent Harvard men
stood. Thus we can see that at both Bowdoin and Harvard the
same literary influence exerted itself powerfully.
Institutions like colleges are inevitably the re-
sult of the shaping thought of their outstanding faculty
members. Once a strong tradition is started it is difficult
J-Van Wvck Brooks, New Enerland: Indian Summer (New
York: E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1940), p. 511.
2Samuel Eliot Morrison, Three Centuries of Harvard
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1936), p. 189.
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to stop since, usually, it is self-perpetuating. A great man
with a certain type of approach founds a department. His
staff will consist of men of like mind who follow him. One
of them finally succeeds him and the entire process moves on
in the same way. Each college generation and each faculty
generation being greatly, though subtly, the result of the
evolution of the generations which preceded it, it is not
surprising that traditions remain as strongly entrenched as
they do. Harvard produced and housed such men as Longfellow,
James Russell Lowell, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Ralph Waldo
Emerson. All of them loom large in the history of American
letters, all of them left their mark on Harvard, most of them
represented the same literary viewpoints. They leaned heavily
on the European traditions and men like Whitman only served
to confirm their inclinations more strongly. At the same
time that these men were writing, another group at Harvard,
equally well-known and dear to old graduates, were exerting
a similar influence in their teaching and scholarship. This
group included men like Charles Eliot Norton, Francis J. Child
George L. Kittredge, L. R. Briggs, Charles Townsend Copeland,
Bliss Perry, and Barrett Wendell. These names stand out like
beacon lights on the rolls of our American scholarship, &
No Harvard students of literature near the turn of
the century could escape the influence which these men direct
ly or indirectly wielded. The endowed literary chairs at
34
3 lbid .. pp. 351-374.
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Harvard have been passed down like dynastic mantles. The
Boylstbn chair has been held by John Quincy Adams, Edward
Tyrrel Charming, and Francis J. Child, L. R. Briggs, and
Charles Townsend Copeland. The Smith chair passed from George
Ticknor to Longfellow, Lowell, and Bliss Perry.4 These men
were all New Englanders, most of them were Unitarians, classi-
cal in their tastes and attitudes. They were a powerful, con-
servative class, strongly intrenched.
These are the influences to which Frost and Hillyer
were exposed at Harvard. Hillyer speaks with great praise and
a strong sense of nostalgia of the bygone college days when
he sat at the feet of Wendell, Briggs, Kittredge, Copeland, and
Bliss Perry. The same men had already been established
teachers in Frost's day.
Coffin's environment at Bowdoin was not dissimilar.
He is aware of the tradition under which he was nutured and
he himself says
:
I did not attend Harvard, but I did attend a college
that has something of the older New England academic vir-
tues and, like Harvard, a double set of governing boards,
both Overseers and Trustees, if that is any virtue. So
maybe my academic foundation is sound. Jty college,
Bowdoin, also has produced two of the greatest of the olde]
New England writers, the poet Longfellow and the story-
teller Hawthorne; and as a Bowdoin man, therefore, I
speak in a literary tradition.
°
^Brooks, op., cit., p. 34.
5Robert Hillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others
»
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937), pp. 14-17.
6 Robert P. T. Coffin. New Poetry of New England
(Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins Press, 1938), p. xv.
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It is highly indicative that all three men later
returned as teachers to their alma maters, Hillyer to occupy
the Boyl ston chair, Frost to accept the Norton and Emerson
chairs, and Coffin as Pierce Professor of English. Their
college experiences left indelible marks on all three in the
way of forming tastes and preferences.
The next great influence in the lives of our three
poets is England. Coffin studied at Oxford as a Rhodes
Scholar. Frost lived in England for several years in rather
intimate contact with some of her outstanding literary men
and was first widely hailed and made known by the English
publishers and critics. Hillyer is a complete anglophile, who
has visited a great deal in England; he admires above all else
the work of the English laureate Bridges; and, like Frost, it
was in England that Hillyer 's work first found favor and
acceptance.
The contribution which England has made to these
men is hard to define. One would find it difficult to point
to certain poems, or even parts of poems, and say here is
pure English influence. It is not visible and yet it is
there. All three have a something, perhaps it's an attitude,
a way of approaching things, a reticence, a regard for form
which is typically English. All three formed friendships
and attachments whose influence they could never escape, sub-
conscious though they might be.
The last great influence in the lives of the New
Englanders is unquestionably the land. All of them—Coffin,
•
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Frost, and Hillyer—have their roots deep in the soil (to use
Hillyer's expression). In their poetry their knowledge and
love of the land, of nature, shines through like a constant
never-dimming, never-shifting beacon. Men who love the land
are bound to have certain themes which will come out in their
work and which will influence their work. But we must realize
that land differs. The poets of the Mid-West are also lovers
of the land, but theirs is very different terrain from that
of which the New Englanders sing. New England is a strange
and singular land. It can not be duplicated elsewhere. It
has a certain quality which it imparts to its lovers unlike
the quality of any other land anywhere else. New England is
tart and tangy; it is rugged, cold, storm-tossed. It is a
child of ocean and of snow, rocky pasture and irregular hill-
side. The land is unique in its formations, its history, its
traditions, its institutions, and almost even in its people
—
certainly in its poets.
Other influences which we can give passing consider-
ation are such institutions as the Atlantic Monthly, a mag-
azine for which all three men write, and Phi Bet"a\ Kappa, the
scholastic fraternity for which all three have been poets.
The Atlantic Monthly is a conservative New England
literary institution that goes back many years and which has
been closely tied to the thought of the Harvard men. It was
founded in 1857 and began its long and honorable career under
the editorship of James Russell Lowell. Among its founders
were Oliver Wendell Holmes, who was responsible for naming tt
ct
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Ralph Waldo Emerson, John Greenleaf
Y/hittier, J. L. Motley, the historian, and Charles Eliot
7
Norton. All of these men with the exception of Whittier were
Harvard men. Every one of them belonged to Phi Beta . Kappa.
Among the Atlantic editors who succeeded Lowell are numbered
such famous literary figures as William Dean Howells, Thomas
Bailey Aldrich, and Bliss Perry. Howells was a lecturer at
gHarvard, and Perry held the Smith chair in his day.
The influence and ideas of these men was responsible
for shaping the policies of the Atlantic in their own day and
in the days to come. Our modern Atlantic Monthly is the
result of their thought and many of their practices are still
followed. The present editor, Edward Weeks, as might be
expected, is a Harvard man who studied literature under the
same men who taught Hillyer.
Phi BetB. - Kappa, the national honorary scholastic
society, was founded in 1776 at the College of William and
Mary. As a society it has always tended to the academic and
classical, especially at the Harvard chapter which began in
1779. Among the Harvard members are listed John Quincy Adams
Holmes, Lowell, Emerson, Motley, Copeland, Briggs, Kittredge,
Y/endell, and Perry. Hillyer and Frost are both members of
this chapter. The chapter founded at Bowdoin in 1825 lists
''M. A. DeWolfe Howe, The Atlantic Monthly and Its
Makers (Boston: The Atlantic Monthly Press, Inc., 1919), p. 19.
Q
Morrison, op_. cit
. ,
p. 333.
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among its fellows Hawthorne, Longfellow, and Coffin, John
Greenleaf Whittier and William Cullen Bryant were also early
members of the society. The above mentioned names will in-
stantly be recognized as the greatest in the field of American
letters both creative and scholarly in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. It is in line with the New England
literary traditions that the names of Frost, Hillyer, and
Coffin have been added to the rest.
One thing which must have struck the reader as he
read on about New England, Harvard, Phi Beta Kappa, and the
Atlantic Monthly is the amazing duplication of names. The
same men seem to have been into everything. That, however,
is exactly the point which I am trying to make. New England
institutions have always been close and interwoven. That
pattern has persisted to this day, and it is without any
surprise that we notice that Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer do
not deviate from it. Since, in the beginning, the same men
were into everything, it is not remarkable that the institu-
tions should exhibit the homogeneity of membership that they
do. The powerful impress left on Harvard, the Atlantic, and
the other organizations by the brilliant authors, thinkers,
end scholars of the nineteenth century has lasted well into
the twentieth.
I hope enough has been shown for the reader to see
9 For all information concerning the history and
members of Phi Beta- Kappa I am indebted to:
Phi Beta... Kappa directory, 1776-1941 (New York:
United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa, 1941),
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that the same influences and institutions are largely operative
in the lives of the three men. The pattern is one which
weaves back and forth until they are intertwined and enmeshed
by the combined nets of New England, Harvard, England, the
land, etc. Moreover, both Coffin and Hillyer freely admit a
great debt to Frost to whom they have gone to school.
I should like to point out here that all of the in-
fluences which we have seen are strangely similar in the lives
of the three men, and classical in their direction. New
England is the oldest portion of the United States whose in-
stitutions have come down in a direct line, changing only with
the natural changes in men's ways and outlooks on life.
Harvard and Bowdoin are integral parts of the New England
scene. Much of the early deference to European, and especially
English, literary models is still strong here as it has always
been; and New Englanders look for and require certain things
in their writers which fit in with the old and time honored
ways. Experimentalism either in things religious, political,
educational, or literary has always been frowned on in New
England. There have been changes and progress, it is true,
but no revolutions.
England's influence, especially on Americans, is also
largely classical and traditional. English literature did
not undergo the upheavals (experimental) through which poets
in the United States passed. True, there were some experi-
mentors, but they were a minority and the bulk of English
poets have continued in their great tradition, and prided
(\
themselves that they did so.
And so it goes! Men who love and are tied to the land
are inclined to be a bit toryish. It has always been so; and
tories are conventional people. The Atlantic Monthly is an
extremely correct journal whose editors would shudder at any
violation of the proprieties—that has had its influence too.
Phi Bet-a Kappa falls in the same category; and all of these
things put together block by block tend to form a wall which
strongly buttresses our New England poets.
(
CHAPTER V
A NEW ENGLAND COFFIN
The time has now come for us to plunge into the heart
of the matter and consider carefully the work and thought of
Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer. We shall examine the criticism
which has been offered by contemporary writers on these men,
and then shall conduct our own critical analysis of their
poetry ai d philosophy to see if we can discover the mainsprings
which motivate them.
V/e begin with Coffin and must first note the amazing
lack of critical material on a man who has written and achieved
as much as this son of Maine. That, in itself, is indicative.
Can it be possible, we ask ourselves, that the chief outlets
for the criticism of poetry such as Poetry: A Magazine of Verse
and The Saturday Review of Literature are unsympathetic to his
work? Here, by his record, is an important American poet, and
yet our journals are strangely silent regarding him. There
are no cheers, and what little critical notice there is is
adverse. Not only is criticism of Coffin generally adverse,
but the critics disagree as to what is wrong with his poetry.
Coffin, says William Rose Benet, is mystical and
subjective, but there is nothing affected^ sentimental, or smug
about him; the trouble is that he has no sting or challenge.^
1William Rose Benet, "Phoenix Nest," The Saturday Re-
view of Literature. 15:18. March 27
T
1937.
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No, shouts C. A. Millspaugh, Coffin is smug, self-complacent,
p
and sentimental. Sara Henderson Hay labels him an egotist
whose poems are "mere exercises," he doesn f t "prune" sufficien
q 4
ly. He is "careful and conscientious," thinks M. D. Z. He is
glib and never pithy, this from Robert Perm Warren.^ But Max
Eastman believes that he achieves a fine perfection of phrase^
while Raymond Holden disagrees, saying that Coffin is lush and
overenthusiastic about his emotions. He is Frostian, say
Schacht8 and Ramsay.9 Is Frost ianism a running over of the
emotions? He is a mystic, chant a host of writers including
Benet, Warren, and Holden in the same articles which we quoted
above. But Percy Hutchison assures us that Coffin is too
2C. A. Millspaugh, "Harvard Has It," Poetry, 51:267-
70, February, 1938.
qSara Henderson Hay, "Four Poets," The Saturday Re-
view of Literature. 25:14, August 15, 1942.
4M. D. Z. , "An Art of Living Things," Poetry, 34:356,
September, 1929.
5 Robert Perm Warren, "Americanism," Poetry, 44:334-
37, September, 1934.
6 Max Eastman. "Poetrv in a World at War," American
Mercury, 55:500-02
t October T 1942.
7 Raymond Holden, "Strange Holiness," Poetry, 47:229,
January, 1936.
8Marshall Schacht
T
"Two Regions," Poetry. 53:92-6.
November, 1938.
9Alan Ramsay, quoted in Mar.iorie Barrows, Pulitzer
Prize Poems (New York: Random House
t
1941). on. 175-6.
4
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reticent and totally rationalist ic. u Here is a fine anomaly,
a rationalistic mystic I Just what is Coffin anyway? Is he
emotional or reticent, a mystic or a rationalist, sentimental
or Frostian? This is a sad state of critical disorder; just
what do these gentlemen mean?
W. R. Benet tells us that Coffin has a "traditional
11
and conservative view of society." Now a man who is tradi-
tional and conservative is one, my history books assure me,
who upholds the status quo and the trends which preceded and
influenced it. What is our status quo ? We have, and have
had for some time past, a capitalistic, industrial society
whose emphasis lies heavily on a machine civilization. We
are the children of the crowded, busy, commercial cities and
factories. Is that what Mr. Benet means when he says Coffin
is conservative? That is what his words say! Let us see
what Coffin himself has to say on the subject.
Poets...have made small dirty towns into cities that
brush the stars with their walls.
.. .poetry ... is the art of making people feel well about
life. This may sound like heresy in a time when so many
of the sciences and so much of men's legislation seem de-
signed to make people feel badly about existence.
...I have not put on rosy spectacles. I have gone with
my eyes uncovered to the rough and the cruel and the sad
as well as to the rest.*^
-^Percy Hutchison, quoted in The Book Review Digest
for 1935 (New York: The H. W. Wilson Company, 1936), p. 199.
l^Benet, loc . cit .
12 R. P. T. Coffin, Collected Poems (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1939), pp. xx-xxx.
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Is this the talk of an upholder of the status quo ?
Is this conservative? I should say that it was decidedly
neither conservative nor traditional in the culture that we
know and live with. Almost in the same breath Mr. Benet adds
to his conservatism and tradition the fact that Coffin "turns
TO
to the past. " This is contradicting himself. A man who turns
from his own society to the past is not conservative, which is
merely a comment on Benet 's choice of words. As a matter of
fact, Coffin doesn't turn to the past and he himself would be
the first to deny it, as indeed he does, when he says:
...I am not writing of a horse -and-buggy age, as
some critics have supposed. I am writing of people who
happen to ride in automobiles, though I do not often see
fit to mention the kind of vehicles they use. USy people
are with us yet, and they will go on being the poetic
people they are after automobiles have followed the buggy
into the museum. I am writing my poems for my grand-
children, and on subjects that do not go out of date. 14
This, I think, is sufficient answer to Benet on that
point. Now let us take another of Benet 1 s criticisms and see
how it stands up. You v/ill remember that Benet claimed Coffin
poetry had "no sting or challenge . "^5 This, of course, is
begging the question since there is the tacit assumption that
good poetry should necessarily sting or challenge. This, how-
ever, is not and never has been true. Some of the finest
things out of Shakespeare, Milton, and Chaucer neither sting
nor challenge. But let me go on allowing Coffin to speak for
iyBenet, loc. cit.
l4 Coffin, op_. cit., p. xxx.
16Benet, loc . cit .
s
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himself.
There are many who think life today is drab and un-
poetic. .. .there are many who sincerely believe that poetry
ought to become a kind of propaganda for this or that poli-|
tical or economic panacea. All these people ought to go out
into the country and walk about with their eyes open.^
This, if ever I saw it, is the challenge that Mr. Benet
is looking for. I shall agree that Coffin has no sting, but
of challenge there is enough and more than enough to make even
Mr. Benet happy.
Now, let the critics rest for a bit while we go to
the text of Coffin himself and endeavor to find out what he
really is. The first question that arises is, is he classic
or romantic in his attitude towards his work? It has been our
contention that Coffin is classic. Let us see why.
In the first chapter we had decided that a classicist
must regard form and artistry as important, his verse will be
simple, generally traditional, and he will usually attempt to
imitate life in an Aristotelian sense. We might add here too
that good classic poets were also usually didactic. They
believed in delighting and in moving their readers, but they
also insisted on teaching them something.
Now let us see what Coffin has to say on the matter.
It is very certain that poetry, being an art, is
selection and arrangement. It is choosing and remaking.
... It is not a taking of the first ideas and words that
come but a long practise in choosing the best. In spite
of what many contemporary poets would have us believe,
poetry is not the turning on of a faucet. . .Poetry is the
^Coffin, 0£. cit
. ,
p. xxix.
-(
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best arrangement of the finest thoughts.-^
Well, there is certainly no quarrel here; this is
pure classic doctrine. But let us read on, "...poetry has
always corrected the mistakes of history. . .poetry improves on
life and makes it better than it ever is at its best..."-1-8
That comes straight out of Aristotle. Now, what about the
didactic element?
My test of a poem is coming more and more to be
whether it makes people feel well about life.
It is largely for the sake of the people to whom I am
carrying my conviction of life... that I have come to
use a style in my poetry that grows simpler and simpler
both in imagery and words .19
That is not the statement of a romantic attitude.
Now, what about Coffin's verse forms—are they tra-
ditional or free? Let us examine a few. Here is the first
stanza of "A Man For a Father"
:
William came of cosmic men
Who knew the sea and stars
And had the four winds in their bones
And looked at God through spars.20
A glance suffices to tell us that this is ballad metre, quart
-
rains of alternately rimed four and three stress lines of
iambics, one of the oldest of English forms. This is a fav-
orite form with Mr. Coffin, two of his ten volumes of poetry
^Ibid., dp. xx-xxi.
18 lb id., p. xx.
^Ibid., pp. xxiv-xxvii.
20ibid., p. 70.
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being composed of "ballads only.
Another popular Coffin form is the four stress coup-
let as exemplified in "Tall Daniel"
:
Daniel Boone had no man's eyes
But clustered crystals of the flies.
Daniel never saw his deer
1
As you or I might standing here... J-
This is as conventional as can be. How about "Tipsham Foresid€
They call it Fores ide since it had a back,
Years ago, before the times grew slack
And men stopped having boys enough to pile
The stones up into fences mile on mile.22
Chaucer knew that form; it is the heroic couplet. Not for
nothing does Coffin speak of Geoffrey Chaucer as his master,
and truly can he say, "I owe a good deal to Robert Frost, of
course, for opening my eyes to the poetry in common speech and
people and in usual sights."2^ Compare "Good Neighbor":
I like my neighbor, and I keep away
From his farm and leave him to himself
And all the quiet times that make him him.
He has a lot to do, spreading his nature
From orchard to the barn, from well to garden.2^
with any of Frost's blank verse poems. This is blank verse
used in typical Frost ian style. Coffin has strong echoes of
E. A. Robinson too. Compare this stanza from Coffin's "Thomas
King":
One splendid morning winged with frost,
21 Ibid., p. 54.
22 Ibid., p. 238.
23 Ibid., p. xxvii.
24Ibid., p. 316.
s":
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After his cows were fed,
Thomas King stood in his barn
And blew off his fine head. 25
with Robinson's "Richard Cory," another gentleman who put a
bullet through his head*
This is enough to make our point. Coffin's verse
is conventional; there can be no doubt about that.
Next we must consider his method. "Winter Milking"
is a good nature poem and will serve our purpose. Here are
some exerpts:
Five o'clock and snow knee-deep,
More in the air before men sleep.
The night is thick a foot behind.
A foot before I stumble blind. .
.
26
This begins as fine realism. We have an objective presenta-
tion of the scene. It's early morning, dark, and snow lies
on the ground; but notice that the poet intrudes on his lines,
more snow to come, he guesses. Let us go on, the poet enters
the barn and begins to milk a cow:
... I lean my head
Against her flank above me spread.
I feel my blood and hers as one.
Full of contentment and of sun.27
Again the picture begins quite objectively, but this time the
poet enters much more violently. The poet feels as one with
this creature he is milking. Gone is the photographic effect,
the key word is "feel," what we are getting now is the poet's
as lb id . f p. 108.
26 Ibid.
,
p. 144.
27 Ibid . . p. 145.
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subjective impression. Here is a portion from another poem,
"The Bull":
Seek no further for a sign
That flesh and blood are stuff divine,
Here is life built like a tower
And beauty charioted in power.
Here stands an empire in a beast--
Trumpets, sacrifice, and feast.28
This time we have no objective description at all, here is
pure impressionism. That is Coffin's chief method, impression
ism; sometimes the realistic approach is used as a beginning
but it inevitably turns subjective as in "Winter Milking"
above.
Thus far we have seen that Coffin is classical,
traditional, and impressionistic. But, the reader may say,
these conclusions have been reached on the basis of the ex-
amination of only a few poems. That is true enough, but those
few poems were picked at random from the text and are highly
typical of all of Coffin's poetry. There has been no attempt
made to pick only those poems which answer to our purpose,
and even a cursory examination of Coffin's text by the reader
himself must convince him that our classifications are correct
Poets are quite generally consistent. A true realist seldom
suddenly turns express ionistic or vice versa.
Is there anything else about Coffin's poetry that
demands attention? Yes, it is his mysticism. Coffin is a
pronounced mystic who sees himself as:
as lb id ., p. 140.
I(
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...a deputy of divinity. .. .more easily in touch with
the slenderer vibrations of life, often obscured. . .which,
in spite of all that science has yet told us, may come
from sources outside our world, making their way like
winged seeds of cosmic life... 29
How does this work out in poetry? Here is a typical example
called "Brothers"
:
Now with my lamp I make a little world
And sit inside it like a jealous god.
The small creatures of the night come to my pane
And peer at me and know that I am good,
Their eyes fill up with worship and their fear,
They think of me somehow as their lost sun.
And flex their paper wings and make them sing
The very minute l^ymns they make in flight,
They beat like small, quick hearts against my gi
I wish I were the wonder that has lit
Their round, cool eyes, or knew some way to tel
them
That they and I are brothers in the dark.30
Here is the feeling of unity with the other creatures of the
world through the great "over-soul." It is a common and con-
stantly recurring theme with Coffin and extends to all things
of the earth. It is beautifully expressed in "Winter Friends"
The high cold moon rides through the frost,
The branches of the trees make lace
Along the drifted snow beneath,
There is no friendliness in the place,
Except in twelve small squares of light
Set in a house's midnight side.
Someone is awake with me
On the cold earth's wintry ride,
Through the pathways of the space,
He and I go on like friends,
Saying nothing, quietly,
To our separate unknown ends.31
^R. P. T. Coffin, New Poetry of New England (Balti-
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1938), p. xiv.
30 Coffin, Collected Poems, p. 268.
31Ibid., p. 261.
Lass.
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Coffin summarizes his entire position on this question when he
It would be a man wilfully blind who could not see
behind and above all this new sense of kinship among all
the living a pattern of poetry
—
perhaps the finest pattern
of all poetry--which is as old as the race and the oldest
religions, and yet is always new. That is the pattern we
give the name mysticism to. The word is a technical one,
and it is easy to give it a technical interpretation that
will confuse and sometimes confound the greatest scholars
of poetry. But really the word stands for a very simple
and single truth, and a comforting truth: the oneness of
Let us go on and analyze some more typical Coffin
poems to see what philosophy the author has.
That man can thank his lucky stars
V/hose things to keep are few,
To which the rain and moth and rust
Find little harm to do.
A faith to make his handshake warm
And simple things most wise,
A wife to make each morning fine
With morning-glory eyes.
A love to make him foot the roads
That others motor on,
A garden small and kind enough
To let him watch the dawn.
Pity for the hungry ones,
The ragged, and ill-shod,
A tree that's tall and straight enough
To make him think of God. 33
Here is a note that Coffin hits again and again, the value of
life's simple and elemental things. The reader will note the
last stanza— is this smugness or self-complacency? Is it the
says
:
Things Enough
3^ Coffin, New Poetry of New England , p. 123.
33 Coffin, Collected Poems , p. 10.
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poetry of a man whose eyes are shut tight to the present?
"Apologia" is another poem which reveals much of
its author's thoughts:
I have seen a world designed
By a sculptor who is blind,
Hate rewarding love and gray
Swinish living for the day,
Fingers made to fit the rings,
Worship of the feel of things,
Wantons playing beauty's part,
Lust coiled ready under art,
Philosophy made out of streams
Of crawling, slimy things in dreams
Like the things that fear the day
When you roll a stone away.
And I have written that a breath,
Stronger than the smell of death,
Breathes in the rose and makes men face
Tomorrow like young men who race.
I have written in my book
That the swooping falcons look
Like the sunlit shafts of rain
God uses on his growing grain,
That what men call the dance of doom
Is a secret, mighty loom
Weaving at a mighty pattern,
Knave and noble, saint and slattern,
All beautiful and all for all,
Lumbering whale and minnow small,
Kinsmen in the hunger bond
Moving to a goal beyond. 34
The first portion tells us of the situation as Coffin finds
it and the second part gives us the remedy. Coffin would
oppose the mystic unity of the universe to the drab, greedy,
and materialistic society in which we live.
Another favorite theme with the poet is the eulo-
gizing of his forebears. "Square-Toed Princes" is a fine
example
:
34 ib id
.
,
p. 42.

wy ancestors were fine, long men,
Their hands were like square sails,
They ran the lengths of longitudes,
Harpooning spouting whales.
Men to put a twinkle in
The proud eyes of their Maker,
Standing up against the winds
On the square toes of a Quaker,
From Baffin* s Bay and Davis Strait
To the Serpent of the South,
They had the whale -gaff in the fist
And Scripture in the mouth.
Fingers like belaying pins,
A heart like an ironed bucket,
Humble servants of the Lord,
Princes of Nantucket. 35
This is the type of poetry which has drawn such
fire from the critics. Coffin "rhapsodizes over pioneer
stock, "36 says Benet with a sneer. But again the essential
point is missed. What sort of men are these ancestors? Do
they not fulfill in their lives those principles which Coffin
advocates as the v/ay out of our present dilemmas? These are
simple and elemental men; they see life both steadily and
whole; their feet are firmly planted on the ground, and it is
to their virtues that we must return if we are ever to be
healthy and whole again. That, as plain as can be, is Coffin's
message.
Coffin has much faith in hard work, in work close
to the soil, work that is understood and loved. Coffin under-
3^ lb id
.
,
p. 45.
36 v/. R. Benet, "Man From Maine," English Journal ,
pp. 523-33, September, 1936.
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stands the basic rules of humanity j strong men must reproduce
themselves ; there is a comfort in the thought of a man working
with his sons and being succeeded by them. There is pride in
the sight of good stock perpetuating itself. All of these
can be felt in "Good Hay-Day"
:
I came upon him in an August day,
A strapping farmer getting in his hay.
The bloom of the red-clover blossoms smutched
him,
His overalls were darkened where they touched
him,
The hay was in his hair, he had gray in it,
But the years could never hope to thin it.
A boy who was a Winter and a Summer
From being a man, and one who'd be a comer,
Was pitching on his own side of the load,
He was the big man's son, by the way he toed.
Two other boys were tumbling nearer heaven
On the rack, one full of it and seven
And one who still had half his baby fat,
Built in his breeches like a butter-pat.
And both the boys up there had heads of hair
Like the man's before the gray came there,
Two shades more golden than the hay they treaded.
The roadside clover was getting heavy-headed,
The sun was getting low, the low, long fire
Lit the farmer's moustache up like wire.
'Fine day,' I said as I came up longside.
'Fine day for a day's work,' the man replied,
'Seven loads since dinner. 1 It was good
Standing there beside him, so I stood.
'Good place to farm in,' and he went ahead,
Having said all that was to be said.
He shoved his fork in and came up a sweet
Cloud of hay that moved on two big feet,
The cloud rolled on the rack, and left a man,
The man walked on and clucked up to his span,
Sons and rack and their long shadows went
Down the hill, and they and evening blent.
I stood and watched them go. It seemed to me
A man might live a lifetime and not see
Anything finer than this handsome sight
I saw here on the edge of this warm night:
A man who took a hold of life as though
It was seven loads of hay, three sons or so,
A man with all the work a man could do,
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And sons to take it up when he was through. 3^
Much of this is very like Frost in the general setting and
description but the purely Coffin element—the sons—stands
out at all times. Coffin does not deal with the present alone:
he has an eye on the future all the time.
This seeming surface imitation of Frost is worth
our closer attention. That Coffin owes much to Frost he admits
and it is true that many of the Coffin poems appear to be
versions of Frostian originals; but if we look below the sur-
face we immediately perceive the Coffin touch, the sparkle
that makes the verse totally different from anything Frost
ever did. A perfect example of this is "There Yet Survived A
God" whose first stanza:
They lived together in a house
Too big for women growing old;
One after one, they closed the doors
On rooms surrendered to the cold. 38
begins the poem in a manner distinctly reminiscent of Frost.
Keen ways they learned to keep their souls
From filling one another's need;
They found each other's tender spots
And knew best how to make them bleed. 38
This is the description of a decaying New England whose last
old inhabitants are slowly going mad. But note the sudden
twist that comes in the seventh stanza where:
Yet there was something holy, too,
In their fine art of giving pain;
They moved like ancient tragedy,
Single as martyrs in old Spain.
3Y Coffin, Collected Poems, p. 311.
38 Ibid., p. 103.
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In these years of aimlessness,
Among our lives without design,
It was as if there yet survived
A god to offer poisoned wine. 3^
This gives us an otherworldly explanation instead of the
expected Greek tragedy conclusion of Frost.
Mr. Coffin's latest volume, and by all odds his
finest, shows the tremendous development that the poet has
undergone. The title poem, "There Will Be Bread and Love,"
summarizes in a particularly apt way Coffin's philosophy of
the importance of life's elemental things:
I, Tristram, since my life roots deep in pain
Like ancient Tristram's, have the right again
To say the final things, and say them plain,
Being a poet. And I say them now.
I say you people have the right to trust
In certain things that will be, when our wars
Are over, or within them, if they last:
Water, I say, is one. There will always be
Blue water through the branches of some tree
And water high up as a wall behind some houses
And white sails going up, water by roads,
And maybe beasts will drink it under their loads,
Water in forests, and thin deer will drink it,
Or birds will dip it up drop after drop,
Too feverishly beautiful to stop,
Lifting bright beaks to thank whoever made it.
I say there will be hills, and trees v/ill climb them
Gripping the rock with strong and knowing roots,
There will be hills with white clouds, and some fruits.
There will be cows to milk because it is evening
And they were lately big and bland with young,
New calves will totter under a rough tongue,
There will be milk for lambs and colts and others,
There will be fires lit and some songs sung.
Maybe the shapes of houses, cities, classes,
Vehicles, and laws will somewhat change,
But tools will not and mothers leaning to babies,
Giving the breast to them, will never seem strange.
No man's hand will ever be too bony,
3^ lb id ., p. 104.

Too cold from killing his own kind to take
A small son's hand in it and warm its fingers,
And when a strong man dies, some hearts will ache.
Always there will be some shapes like plows
Opening up furrows, sons got, hay in mows.
I do not think we ever shall finish with trees
Or have enough of honey, lambs, or bees.
I think a brother will be harder, tenderer
On a brother than on other men
And, being so, maybe will have wisdom
To be a brother to some nine or ten
Men who have a different man for father.
I think, too, that young men always will rather
Be with girls than with their kind in May.
There will be bread and love. These things, I say.-
Another poem, "The Cry," might be by Robert Frost
himself; but it is not imitation. It is the creative process
at its best.
The night was too immense for any lantern,
Yet one was coming swinging down the road,
And someone's frosty breath was hung above it
And looked like dust of stars as someone strode.
There was no house for miles round any way,
But a light was coming on and life above,
Some woman or some mem was in a hurry
On business like great worry or great love.
All at once, the lantern stopped in space,
Then rose, and lighted up an old man's face.
An old man's face did not belong out there,
It was too late and much too far to go,
The light did nothing to the deep-set eyes,
But it made the hair light up like snow,
It showed the dark fir trees and made them seem
Taller than common fir trees by the way,
It made the man all face without a body
And different from any man by day.
It hung there still, the quiet lonely light,
And it became the center of the night.
'Come back! It's all right now.' The thin words were
Swallowed up and lost as a child's might be
When a child stops suddenly on a beach
And shouts against the whole mass of the sea.
' Come back, come back! ' And nothing answered back,
40 R. P. T. Coffin, There Will Be Bread and Love (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1942), pp. 1-2.
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The whole vast night drew back and still as death,
The only living thing in all that silence
Was the frosty cloud of old man's breath.
It was enough to make a whole night haunted
To hear that cry and not know who was wanted.41
For Coffin's linking of nature with the mystic we can
do no better than to turn to "Buck, Boy, and Trout":
The boy slipped through the hazel woods so light
The trout poised in wet crystal took no fright,
Only a little clothing shut him in
From being free and slippery as his kin,
And no tattered shirt, no trousers hid
The beautiful cool things his body did.
He took his place, rooted in unstirred grass
And let the ripples of leaves and sunlight pass
Over him as over the water under,
His eyes were wide with shade and steady wonder,
He looked at the trout hung halfway there between
Air and earth. The water cut them clean,
The spots on them were like the freckles spread
On the boy's face, coppery, wild, and red,
The slender fish with rainbows at each fin
Were one piece with the boy's quick eyes and skin.
The boy let down his hook along a beam
Of shadow slanting down across the stream.
Ten yards above, without a rustled twig,
A buck-deer came out sudden, and his big
Eyes took in the boy and dancing brook,
The coppery spots along his slim ribs shook
As he breathed fierce and quiet seeing a creature
So like himself in every curve and feature,
He drank the stranger in so of his kind,
And through the sun-shot regions of his mind,
So like the brook, his hate flowed fast away.
Buck, boy, and trout stood slim in the flowing day.
It was one of the instants when there might
Be something more in common than the light
Through the universe. But the boy's eyes
Were sadder than the others', being wise
Enough to know, this young, the boy was doomed
To lose this instant the instant that it bloomed.
A little rainbow spread its wings and struck,
4-1 lb id
. ,
p. 8.
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And there was trembling grass "but never a buck,42
Not only is this poem mystical but it is a splendid example
of Coffin's method, beginning realistically and then merging
almost imperceptibly into the impressionistic.
"Cut Diamond" presents a poignant picture of a
little boy who first learns one of life's hard and cruel facts
The afternoon would be a scar forever
On the boy's bright mind. He saw the swoop,
And mighty wings came open, full of shadow,
Among the sunlit hens beside the stoop.
Then out of nothing but a cloud of feathers
The thing came clear, a monstrous bird, cut sharp,
Beating its wings and dwindling in the sky shine
And leaving sounds like strings snapped on a harp.
But something else there was, and that was terror:
The bird was double, there was another one
In below the hawk and headed with him
But wingless and head bowed towards the sun.
The upper bird was fastened in the lower
By hooks that bit into its quiet back
And made the lower wings dead walls of feathers,
The double bird went on its shining track.
And sounds came down from somewhere, shrill and lom
Cries no earthly creature ever cried,
Falling like sad bells and dwindling, dwindling,
The bird had dwindled out before they died.
Yet always this one watching now would hear them
And see the double bird shrink to a spark
And think of cruelty hardened to a diamond
Burning the world and bringing on the dark» 3
This is a beautiful synthesis of realism, impressionism, and
a metaphysical element.
The last poem of Coffin's which we shall - look at is
^Ibi<i, p. 9-10.
43 ibid., p . 31.
sly,
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"New Snglanders are Maples":
New Snglanders are like the pasture slopes
Behind their barns. You put them down as sober,
And then one day you wake up, and you find them
Red and golden maples of October.
It takes adversity or coming close
To trouble and hard times to make them glow,
Then they really flower as swamp maples
Flower on the edge of frost and snow.
You might suppose that they were never going
To be much more than middling fair to good,
When suddenly they are new people wholly,
Burning bushes blazing in the wood.
Maybe they had such hard time getting born,
What with the cold and all, they feel they must
Be born again, and so in age and trial
They blossom out of death and out of dust.
They are good people for your nearest neighbors
When the deep old earth's foundation slips,
It is good to have behind the barn
The flame and beauty of the Apocalypse.44
Here we have Coffin's picture of his fellow New Englanders.
There is nothing of decay or death in this, no futility here.
Read all of these poems again. Is there anything
smug or complacent there? Is there anything egotistical or
purposeless, or overly sentimental? Or is there rather re-
vealed an honest, sincere man with a fervent and heartfelt
message for his fellows? A man like this has lived and eval-
uated his living and from it drawn those portions which are
worthwhile to offer to humanity. Coffin knows life as it is;
but he also knows life as it should be and that is what he
prefers to tell us about. Here is challenge and message
enough for any man.
^gfbid., p. 19.

CHAPTER VI
A NEW ENGLAND FROST
In Robert Frost we come to perhaps the chief major
living poet in the English language. Here there is no lack of
material; there is, rather, so much material that one hardly
knows where to begin. It seems as if every modern critic who
had ever written anything chose to write it about Frost. This
is in itself an indication of Frost *s central and commanding
position today. However, it is unfortunate that most of those
who have written about Frost have done so without too great a
sympathy or proper understanding of the man and his work. That
Frost is difficult many would concede. The fault, therefore,
does not seem to be with the poet so much as it does with our
modern genus of critics who go off "half-cocked" on matters to
which they have given scant attention. Frost is not a poet to
be brushed off and catalogued after one cursory reading.
Most of the criticism on Frost falls into two general
groups. First are those who do not understand him and con-
sequently do not like him. Second comes the group who have
heard that Frost is a great poet and so they burst out with
loud paeons of praise—usually of the wrong things. Between
dislike and blind adulation the truly great qualities in
Frost's work fare badly indeed.
As with Coffin, we find the diversity of opinions on
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Frost confusing, if not amusing. P. H. Boynton,^- Bruce
Weirick, 2 and Russell Blankenship3 assure us solemnly that
Frost has no philosophy, no theories, and is not social minded.
On the other hand Mark Van Doren,4 J. S. Wilson, 6 and C. Day
Lewis6 assure us just as solemnly that Frost definitely has a
philosophic and moral message, and is a critic of society.
Henry Seidel Cariby tells us that Frost is provincial.? Louis
Q
Untermeyer is equally certain that Frost is not provincial.
q
Van Wyck Brooks says that Frost is a mystical democrat; while
Weirick1^ notes that Frost has no mystical sense whatsoever.
Amy Lowell found in his poetry no hint of European forms and
J-P. H. Boynton, Literature and American Life (Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1936), p. 808.
pBruce Weirick, From Whitman to Sandburg in American
Poetry (New York: The Macmillan Company T 1924), p. 178.
3 Russell Blankenship, American Literature (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1931), p. 591.
4Mark Van Doren, quoted in Richard Thornton, editor,
Recognition of Robert Frost (New York: Henry Holt and Company.
1937), p. 4.
J. S. Wilson, quoted in Thornton, op_. cit. , p. 241.
6 C. Day Lewis, quoted in Thornton, op. cit. « p. 300.
'Henry Seidel Cariby, Seven Years' Harvest (New York:
Farrar and Rinehart, 1936), p. 52.
^Louis Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1921), p. xxxiv.
9Van Wyck Brooks, New England: Indian Summer (New
York: E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1940). p. 542.
10Weirick, op_. cit., p. 184.
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while she recognized that he was not an experimentalist (being
one par excellence herself) she rejoiced in what she called his
breaking of classical law in his blank verse. 11 Lascelles
Abercrombie also thought that Frost stood out against tradition.
But Ludwig Lewisohn, 13 Edward Garnett, 14 William Dean Howells, 1^
James Stephens, 16 John Freeman, 17 and Llewellyn Jones1** all pro-
claim that Frost is in the great English tradition and a classi-
cist to boot.
Many attempt to catalogue Frost in one or more criti-
cal words. Blankenship, 19 Cook,20 and Untermeyer21 put the
chief burden in their descriptions of Frost on the word "realism."
p. 44.
11Amy Lowell, Tendencies in Modern American Poetry
(New York: The Macaillan Company, 1917), pp. 128-132.
^Lascelles Abercrombie, quoted in Thornton, op. cit.
p. 23.
TO
^Ludwig Lewisohn, Expression in America (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1932), p. 497,
14Edward Garnett, quoted in Thornton, op_. cit., p. 31
15William Dean Howells, quoted in Thornton, op_. cit.,
James Stephens, quoted in Thornton, op_. cit., p. 62
17 John Freeman, quoted in Thornton, op. cit., p. 220.
18Llewellyn Jones, quoted in Thornton, op., cit., p. 246.
19Blankenship, op_. cit . , p. 590.
20H. V/. Cook, Our Poets of Today (New York: Dodd, Mea#
and Company, 1929), p. 50.
21Louis Untermeyer, American Poetry Since 1900 (New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1923), p. 17,
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DeVoto classified him as a symbolist. 22 Babette Deutsch23 finds
him metaphysical; Lewisohn24 says he's a naturalist; Wilson25
writes him off as a mystic. In all the welter of matter only
two critics see clearly enough to give anything approximating a
clear and complete critical estimate. Dabbs26 and Jones2^
alone both recognize that Frost is classical, traditional,
realistic, a humanist, and a symbolist. There are elements
that they too miss, however.
Some of the criticism is pure use of unconsidered
language. Adam Margashes writes Frost off with the malicious
comment, "a semi-good poet."28 Mr. Margashes doesn't tell us
why. He doesn't even tell us what a good poet is. Another
critic, T. K. Whipple, accuses Frost of exaggerated emotional-
ism in one breath and then points out his puritan restraint in
the next breath. 29 This is like saying that a certain sheep is
22Bernard DeVoto, Saturday Review of Literature , 17:
3-15, January 1, 1938.
23Babette . Deutsch, This Modern Poetry (New York: W.
V/. Norton and Co., Inc., 1935), p. 162.
24Iudvqg Lewisohn, quoted in Thornton, ojd. cit., p. 218.
25J. S. Wilson, quoted in Thornton, o£. cit., p. 239.
26J. M. Dabbs, quoted in Thornton, ojd. cit.
,
pp. 120-127.
^L. Jones, quoted in Thornton, 0£. cit., pp. 244-246.
28Adam Margashes, "Book Review," Current History
.
2:302, January, 1942.
29T. K. Whipple, Spokesmen (New York: D. Appleton
and Company, 1928), pp. 98-9.
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white, but on the other hand is black. I had always been led
to believe that puritan restraint was precisely control of
emotion. It takes a truly discerning mind to see that rigid
restraint and emotionalism are the same thing. Mr. Whipple
is evidently not one to quibble over such a picayune thing as
the meaning of words. Neither is W. T. Scott who informs us
in one breath that Frost is a writer of moralistic verse and
a philosophical anarchist. 3^ According to my dictionary mora-
listic verse is verse which teaches a lesson concerning the
duties of life. A moralist is didactic and has definite views
about society. The same dictionary goes on the stand to say
that an anarchist is one who believes in no laws or rules for
life. Moralism and anarchy are thus at totally opposite poles-
except in Mr. Scott's phraseology. I suppose that if put to it
a good Augustinian or a Thomist could find certain subtle cor-
respondences between moralism and anarchy; until that is done,
however, we must rest our case and conclude that critics like
Whipple and Scott are speaking through the welljknown hat, so po]
ular in American slang.
Another type of contemporary criticism which we have
already seen operating in the case of Coffin is exemplified by
Miss Rukeyser's statement on Frost:
He cultivates his own garden, grouping with art so
that everything there may be discussed in the same tone of
voice. Meet him on these, his own terms, and there is fine
work, rewarding place-love, folk-love, solemn or gay recog-
nitions. They are the recognitions of a man desperately
^UW. T. Scott, "Frost's Seventh Book," Poetry, 60 *
146-9, June, 1942.
)-

determined that this is really all there is, and that this
will be enough. It is not all, and it is not enough.31
Here, once again, is the fallacy of wanting the poet to ride
your personal hobby horse. If he does not see fit to do so, he
is not a good poet. Miss Rukeyser belongs to the social school
of modern poetry. She believes poetry should propagandize for
the class struggle. This is all very well, as far as Miss
Rukeyser' s own poetry is concerned; but it is not valid criti-
cism for her to demand it of every other poet. On that basis
other poets could well turn around and take Miss Rukeyser to
task for propagandizing in her poetry. They might say, and
with considerable artistic justification, that poetry is no
place for propaganda. Nevertheless, most of the poets, and
especially men like Frost, would not do this. They know better
and are more tolerant. In art we must allow the artist to
utilize his materials as he sees fit. Miss Rukeyser talks abou
meeting Frost on his own terms. That's all one can do with any
artist. On whose terms would you meet Chaucer, Shakespeare,
and Milton? Certainly not on Miss Rukeyser' si After all this
fury about socialistic verse, it is interesting to note that
DeVoto calls Frost a proletarian poet. 3*2 V/ell may the gods
chuckle 1
If being all things to all men makes for greatness in
a poet then Frost certainly has that quality in abundance. The
3±Muriel Rukeyser, "In A Speaking Voice," Poetry . 54:
218-24, July, 1939.
32DeVoto, ojd. cit., p. 4.
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wide range of men who approve of Frost is remarkable. Even
more remarkable are the reasons for which they praise him.
The tradition breakers Pound and Lowell praise Frost because
they think he breaks tradition. The classicist Gorham B.
Munson hails the classic spirit in Frost. Social thinker
C. Day Lewis likes his serious moral purpose. Mark Van Doren,
who deals largely in symbolism in his own transcendental poetry
lauds Frost as a symbolist. The rebellious Alfred Kreymborg
sees in Frost another rebel. And so it goes. All of them
manage to find in Frost those personal elements which they up-
hold. If the elements conflict, no matter J None of them,
apparently, have thought of reading Frost purely for Frost*
s
sake. That must be our job here.
It may be well to begin our study of Frost by ex-
amining first the little poem which he uses as an introduction,
or rather invitation, to his Collected Poems. It's entitled
"The Pasture"
:
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring;
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may):
I sha'n't be gone long.—You come too.
I'm going out to fetch the little calf
That's standing by the mother. It's so young,
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
I sha'n't be gone long.—You come too.33
This is a perfect traditional pattern. Notice how evenly the
iambics flow, five to a line. Note, too, the fine use of the
caesural pause in the last line of each stanza. In fact, so
^Robert Frost, Collected Poems (New York: Halcyon
House, 1939), p. 1.
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traditional was Frost here that he even padded the third line
in the first stanza with " I may" to make up the correct number
of beats and to get the rime with "away." Most of Frost's
contemporaries would have let the line go without the padding
rather than strain to meet the demands of the form. As Frost
himself admits "In a Poem":
The sentencing goes blithely on its way,
And takes the playfully objected rhyme
As surely as it keeps the stroke and time
In having its undeviable say. 34
This represents Frost's general attitude toward his verse
j
here's another helpful bit called "Pertinax":
Let chaos storm!
Let cloud shapes swarml
I wait for form. 35
This is the declaration of a classicist; Shelley or B<fyron
would never have said that, not to mention dozens of our con-
temporary practising poets. Work, says Frost, good hard work
and attention to detail make for good poetry; and as Sidney
Cox tells us, he "...woos like Jacob for a perfect phrase."36
It is quite noticeable in his poetry too. Untermeyer speaks
of Frost's ".••clarity of phrase. ..and cleanness of epithet. . ."37
Amy Lowell notices his "clean-cut vigor... and simplicity of
^Robert Frost, A Witness Tree (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1942), p. 67.
^Frost, Collected Poems, p. 408.
36sidney Cox, Robert Frost Original "Ordinary Man"
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1929), p. 27.
37Untermeyer, oj>. cit.
,
p. 18.

phrase."38 Babette Deutsch writes of his "care for clarity
and simplicity."3^ These things are all indicative of the
classical attitude in Frost, and we are not the only ones to
recognize it. Ludwig Lewisohn points out that Frost's is the
classic revolt against the romantic convention of our age4^
and Mr. Munson states flatly that "...the purest classical
poet of America today is Robert Frost."41 In fact Frost is so
much the classic that his idiom has a flavor that is almost
Greek in its effect. Take a line like:
Afterward I went past what you had passed
Before we met and you what I had passed.
^
Economy of words and compression of this type is
general only in Greek literature. Miss Deutsch calls him
"laconic^"43 and that is precisely the correct word for this
quality. Apropos of Frost's Greek tendencies there is a
delightful story which Hillyer tells. On one occasion a
student who had been arguing for the new and rootless poetry
gave Frost as an example of a poet who had developed without
paying much attention to the past. A professor of Greek who
had taught Frost was present and he invited the company into
38 Lowe11, op., cit
. ,
pp. 101-128.
39
Deutsch, op., cit., p. 40.
^Lewisohn, op., cit., p. 497.
^Munson, quoted in Thornton, op., cit . . p. 197.
^Frost, Collected Poems , p. 148.
^Deutsch, ojd. cit., p. 41.

his study where he brought forth his old records, "opened to
Frost's name, and there across the page, recitation after
recitation, test after test, was an unbroken series of A
grades."44
Frost himself recognizes the path which he has
chosen. In "Pan With Us" he says:
He tossed his pipes, too hard to teach
A new-world song, far out of reach,
Times were changed from what they were
Such pipes kept less of power to stir
They were pipes of pagan mirth,... 4^
The new-world song was the sort of poetry being written all
around him in 1913 and Frost would have none of it. He cor-
rectly recognizes its paganism—for the pagan is historically
opposed to the classic. Of the two roads open to him he chose
to go down the old path which had not been much frequented of
late. He describes his decision in "The Road Not Taken":
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day
I
^Robert Hillyer, First Principles of Verse (Boston
The Writer, Inc., 1938), p. 151.
4
^Frost, op. cit., pp. 33-4.
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Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I--
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.46
Frost is on the less traveled road not only in his verse forms
but in his thinking as well, as we shall see.
Being classical in his attitude it is almost a nec-
essary corollary that Frost's poetry should take the tradition
al forms. The first four lines of his famous poem, "Mending
Wall," show us how Frost uses blank verse which is far and
away his most popular form.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.4 '
This scans almost perfectly along in five stress iambics. It
is true that there is a conversational swing playing over and
above the regular stress of the verse; but that is Frost's
own peculiar contribution to the form and in no way impairs
its older virtues. Another popular form with Frost is the
heroic couplet and this too he uses with perfect propriety:
A speck that would have been beneath my sight.
On any but a paper sheet so white
Set off across what I had written there.
And I had idly poised my pen in air
To stop it with a period of ink
When something strange about it made me think. 48
**>Ibid., p. 131.
47lbid., p. 47.
48 Frost, A Witness Tree, p. 57.

Frost is perfectly regular in almost everything he touches.
Here is no experimentalist, no breaker of tradition.
Now, what about Frost's method? He himself tells us
that "there are two types of realist: the one who offers a good
deal of dirt with his potato to show that it is a real one, and
the one who is satisfied with the potato brushed clean. I'm in-
clined to be the second kind."4^ The first type of realist
described here is, of course, the naturalist, and Frost makes
the correct distinction that the true realist is more selective
in his method. His poem "Birches" has sections which illustrate
the realism beautifully:
But swinging doesn't bend them down to stay.
Ice -storms do that. Often you must have seen them
Loaded with ice a sunny winter morning
After a rain. They click upon themselves
As the breeze rises, and turn many -colored
As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel.
Soon the sun's warmth makes them shed crystal shell^
Shattering and avalanching on the snow-crust
—
Such heaps of broken glass to sweep away
You'd think the inner dome of heaven had fallen.
They are dragged to the withered bracken by the load,
And they seem not to break; though once they are
bowed
So low for long, they never right themselves:
You may see their trunks arching in the woods
Years afterwards, trailing their leaves on the ground
Like girls on hands and knees that throw their h&ir
Before them over their heads to dry in the sun. 50
What a lovely picture this conjures up in the mind. Anyone
familiar with New England's birch trees can attest to the
accuracy of the description, yet it is something more than
just photographic. There is a blending of the actual with
-39
50
Frost, quoted in Untermeyer, op_. cit., p. 18.
Frost f Collected Poems , p. 52.
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simile and metaphor that go to make the true realism for which
Frost so justly stands.
Realism, however, is not the whole story, as some of
the critics would have us believe. There is much more to
Frost than that. Those who accept Frost's poems at their pure
surface value are missing much that is important. Frost is a
symbolist, and many of the seemingly realistic pictures which
he paints have a deep, underlying meaning. Take a poem like
"The Runaway"
:
Once when the snow of the year was beginning to fall,
We stopped by a mountain pasture to say, 'Whose colt'
A little Morgan had one forefoot on the wall,
The other curled at his breast. He dipped his head
And snorted at us. And then he had to bolt.
We heard the miniature thunder where he fled,
And we saw him, or thought we saw him, dim and grey,
Like a shadow against the curtain of falling flakes.
T think the little fellow's afraid of the snow.
He isn't winter-broken. It isn't play
With the little fellow at all. He's running away.
I doubt if even his mother could tell him, "Sakes,
It's only weather." He'd think she didn't know!
Where is his mother? He can't be out alone. 1
And now he comes again with clatter of stone,
And mounts the wall again with whited eyes
And all his tail that isn't hair up straight.
He shudders his coat as if to throw off flies.
'Whoever it is that leaves him out so late,
When other creatures have gone to stall and bin,
Ought to be told to come and take him in. '51
On the surface this presents the picture of a
frightened little colt. But the story does not end there. I
have heard from Frost himself how that poem came to be written
He wrote it as a comment on a group of wild and radical young
students whom he observed at one of the colleges where he was
oi Ibid., p. 273.
•
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teaching. With this in mind the poem takes on a new signifi-
cance. The Morgan colt is being talked about incidentally;
actually the colt represents those wild young students who
need looking after.
This symbolistic streak runs through many of Frost's
poems and one must constantly be on the lookout for it.
"Mending Wall" is another good example of the same thing:
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The work of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Where they have left not one stone on a stone,
But they would have the rabbit out of hiding,
To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean,
No one has seen them made or heard them made,
But at spring mending-time we find them there.
I let my neighbour know beyond the hill;
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
To each the boulders that have fallen to each.
And some are loaves and some so nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make them balance:
'Stay where you are until our backs are turned 1
'
We wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-door game,
One on a side. It comes to little more:
There where it is we do not need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple orchard.
3/y apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, 'Good fences make good neighbours.'
Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
' Why do they make good neighbours? Isn't it
Where there are cows? But here there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I'd ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That wants it down.' I could say 'Elves' to him,
But it's not elves exactly, and I'd rather
He said it for himself. I see him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top

In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed.
He moves in darkness as it seems to me,
Not of woods only and the shade of trees.
He will not go behind his father's saying,
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, 'Good fences make good neighbours.' ^
Frost is describing more than a neighborly incident here.
Probe below the surface and you will find a brief picture of
the age old human struggle between conservatism and liberalism
On one side is the old, formalistic type, adhering to the rule
of his father; on the other side is the inquiring, open-minded
man who wants to know what he is walling out. The first man
moves in darkness, and there can be little doubt that it is
the darkness of ignorance.
Frost has a decided mystic bent too. It has not
always been in his poetry but has grown on him gradually. His
early poetry is largely descriptive snd narrative. There are
many fine lyrics and those longer blank verse poems that
might qualify as tragedies. But as time passes we can discern
in Frost a groping for something which is beyond the reality
of the moment. It comes out in a poem like "For Once, Then,
Something"
:
Others taunt me with having knelt at well-curbs
Always wrong to the light, so never seeing
Deeper down in the well than where the water
Gives me back in a shining surface picture
Me myself in the summer heaven godlike
Looking out of a wreath of fern and cloud puffs.
Once, when trying with chin against a well-curb,
I discerned, as I thought, beyond the picture,
Through the picture, a something white, uncertain,
Something more of the depths --and then I lost it.
Water came to rebuke the too clear water.
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One drop fell from a fern, and lo, a ripple
Shook whatever it was lay there at bottom,
Blurred it, blotted it out. What was that whiteness?
Truth? A pebble of quartz? For once, then, something. 5^
This occurs in New Hampshire, his fourth volume, and the mystic
note is there, but not yet too certain. The feeling becomes
a bit stronger in his next book, West-Running Brook :
Bereft
Where had I heard this wind before
Change like this to a deeper roar?
What would it take my standing there for,
Holding open a restive door,
Looking down hill to a frothy shore?
Summer was past and day was past.
Sombre clouds in the west were massed.
Out in the porch's sagging floor,
Leaves got up in a coil and hissed,
Blindly struck at my knee and missed.
Something sinister in the tone
Told me my secret must be known:
Word I was in the house alone
Somehow must have gotten abroad,
Word I was in my life alone,
Word I had no one left but God. 54
Here there is definite identification of the speaker with God
the feeling of union in a hostile world. That same feeling
grows broader in the next book, A Further Range :
Moon Compasses
I stole forth dimly in the dripping pause
Between two downpours to see what there was.
And a masked moon had spread down compass rays
To a cone mountain in the midnight haze,
As if the final estimate were hers,
And as it measured in her calipers,
The mountain stood exalted in its place.
So love will take between the hands a face... 5
^ Ibid ., p. 276.
54 lb id ., p. 317.
55 Ibid.« p. 393.
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This time the feeling extends to a realization that love
dwells not only among humans but also with nature. In his
latest volume, A Witness Tree , Frost's mysticism reaches full
bloom, especially in such poems as:
The Silken Tent
She is as in a field a silken tent
At midday when a sunny summer breeze
Has dried the dew and all its ropes relent,
So that in guys it gently sways at ease,
And its supporting central cedar pole,
That is its pinnacle to heavenward
And signifies the sureness of the soul,
Seems to owe naught to any single cord,
But strictly held by none, is loosely bound
By countless silken ties of love and thought
To everything on earth the compass round,
And only by one's going slightly taut
In the capriciousness of summer air
Is of the slightest bondage made aware. 5"
and
The Most of It
He thought he kept the universe alone;
For all the voice in answer he could wake
Was but the mocking echo of his own
From some tree-hidden cliff across the lake.
Some morning from the boulder-broken beach
He would cry out on life, that what it wants
Is not its own love back in copy speech,
But counter-love, original response.
And nothing ever came of what he cried
Unless it was the embodiment that crashed
In the cliff's talus on the other side,
And then in the far distant water splashed,
But after a time allowed for it to swim,
Instead of proving human when it neared
And someone else additional to him,
As a great buck it powerfully appeared,
Pushing the crumpled water up ahead,
And landed pouring like a waterfall,
And stumbled through the rocks with horny tread,
t#Frost, A Witness Tree , p. 13.
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And forced the underbrush—and that was all. 5?
The message in the first poem is clear enough, the union of
the soul with everything on earth. The second, though a trifl*
more obscure, bears much the same message. The man who thoughl
he was alone is graphically reminded by the appearance of the
buck that he has an affinity with everything alive.
Many casual readers of Frost gather the impression
that this poet has no philosophy, has nothing to say in the
way of criticism of our world and society. Nothing could be
more mistaken. Along with this erroneous belief there is a
current opinion that there is no development apparent in Frost
poetry, i. e. he does not change. Louis Untermeyer believes
this and attempts to back it up by quoting from one of Frost's
early poems
:
They would not find me changed from him they knew
—
Only more sure of all I thought was true. 5^
This comes from a poem in Frost's first book; and if the poet
believed it then (as young poets often do), he certainly knows
better now. What a different tone has "What Fifty Said":
When I was young my teachers were the old.
I gave up fire for form till I was cold.
I suffered like a metal being cast.
I went to school to age to learn the past.
Now I am old my teachers are the young.
What can't be moulded must be cracked and sprung.
I strain at lessons fit to start a suture.
I go to school to youth to learn the future. 59
SYlbid., p. 23.
^Untermeyer, op_. cit.
,
p. 30.
59 Frost, Collected Poems, p. 344.
s
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Yes, Frost is learning, changing, growing, and with
this change comes a deeper concern for his fellowmen. The
early poetry of Frost is largely objective. Much of it is on
the theme of typical Greek tragedy. Circumstances ge^ther to
crush people who have done nothing to bring such catastrophe
upon themselves. "Out, Out— " is a fine example:
The buzz-saw snarled and rattled in the yard
And made dust and dropped stove -length sticks of wood,
Sweet-scented stuff when the breeze drew across it.
And from there those that lifted eyes could count
Five mountain ranges one behind the other
Under the sunset far into Vermont.
And the saw snarled and rattled, snarled and rattled,
As it ran light, or had to bear a load.
And nothing happened: day was all but done.
Call it a day, I wish they might have said
To please the boy by giving him the half hour
That a boy counts so much when saved from work.
His sister stood beside them in her apron
To tell them 'Supper. 1 At the word, the saw,
As if to prove saws knew what supper meant,
Leaped out at the boy's hand, or seemed to leap
—
He must have given the hand. However it was,
Neither refused the meeting. But the hand!
The boy's first outcry was a rueful laugh,
As he swung toward them holding up the hand
Half in appeal, but half as if to keep
The life from spilling. Then the boy saw all
—
Since he was old enough to know, big boy
Doing a man's work, though a child at heart
—
He saw all spoiled. 'Don't let him cut my hand off
—
The doctor, when he comes. Don't let him, sister!'
So. But the hand was gone already.
The doctor put him in the dark of ether.
He lay and puffed his lips out with his breath.
And then—the watcher at his pulse took fright.
No one believed. They listened at his heart.
Little --less- -nothing 1 —and that ended it.
No more to build on there. And they, since they
Were not the one dead, turned to their affairs.*
A happy young boy's hand is suddenly caught in a saw and he
bleeds to death. That is all, no justification, no reason,
kU lbid ., p. 171-172 .
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simply the march of inexorable fatei Marry of the poems in
the first few volumes show exactly the same pattern. But as
time goes on Frost becomes less the objective delineator of
tragedy and begins to take an interest in what is happening to
man:
A Lone Striker
The swinging mill bell changed its rate
To tolling like the count of fate,
And though at that the tardy ran,
One failed to make the closing gate.
There was a law of God or man
That on the one who came too late
The gate for half an hour be locked,
His time be lost, his pittance docked.
He stood rebuked and unemployed.
The straining mill began to shake.
The mill, though many, many eyed,
Had eyes inscrutably opaque;
So that he couldn't look inside
To see if some forlorn machine
V/as standing idle for his sake*
(He couldn't hope its heart would break.)
He knew another place, a wood,
And in it, tall as trees, were cliffs;
And if he stood on one of these,
'Twould be among the tops of trees,
Their upper branches round him wreathing,
Their breathing mingled with his breathing.
If— if he stood I Enough of ifsi
He knew a path that wanted walking;
He knew a spring that wanted drinking;
A thought that wanted further thinking;
A love that wanted re-newing.
Nor was this just a way of talking
To save him the expense of doing.
With him it boded action, deed.
The factory was very fine;
He wished it all the modern speed.
Yet, after all, 'twas not divine,
That is to say, 'twas not a church.
He never would assume that he'd
Be any institution's need.
But he said then and still would say
If there should ever come a day
When industry seemed like to die
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Because he left it in the lurch,
Or even merely seemed to pine
For want of his approval, why g1
Come get him—they knew where to search.
This is a far cry from "Out, Out— Gone is the objectivity;
here is a social judgment. Mills are fine enough things, but
there's something even finer—nature.
We shall progress chronologically through Frost's
work now and note the growing concern with humanity and the
broadening philosophy that accompanies it.
... I had no right to play
With what was another man's work for gain,
right might be love but theirs was need.
And where the two exist in twain
Theirs was the better right--agreed."2
Young Frost v/ould never have written that. Some of the critic
make a great fuss over Frost's statement in New Hampshire
that:
I may as well confess myself the author
Of several books against the world in general.63
But he was referring only to his tragic poems of the New
England farm life, as a glance at his text will show, and
defending their universality against the claim that they are
purely local. He was not referring to any social criticism.
In "Not Quite Social" Frost tells us,
To punisn me over cruelly wouldn't be right
For merely giving you once more gentle proof
That the city's hold on a man is no more tight
Than when its walls rose higher than any roof. 64
61 lb id., p. 355-356.
62 Ibid., p. 359.
63 Ibid.
? p. 206.
s
64 lb id., p. 403.
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This is a message akin to that urged by Coffin—leave your
cities and return to nature once morel The poet is awakening
to the fact that art must be didactic as well as delightful.
"Precaution" seems to give us his new philosophy:
I never dared be radical when young
For fear it would make me conservative when old.
In other words there is tacit admission that the young Frost
was conservative, while the old Frost is becoming radical.
... I have half a mind
To take a writing hand in politics,
he says, for
The times seem revolutionary bad,
but
I prefer to sing safely in the realm of types...
...to affirm there is such a thing as evil
Personified, but ask to be excused
From saying on a jury 'Here's the guilty.' 6"
This is a definite stand. The poet realizes that he must
point out general evils. But what are the evils that he sees
in our society? What do we need? What can we do without?
Socialism is the first thing he considers and he rejects it
because
:
...For socialism is
An element in any government.
There's no such thing as socialism pure
—
Except as an abstraction of the mind.
There's only democratic socialism
Monarchic socialism—oligarchic,
The last being what they seem to have in Russia.
You often get it most in monarchy,
k^Ibid., p. 407.
66 lb id.
,
pp. 421-2.
•
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Least in democracy. In practice, pure,
I don't know what it would be. No one knows. '
Next he considers free enterprize and that he rejects too:
3veryone asks for freedom for himself,
The man free love, the business man free trade,
The writer and talker free speech and free press.
Political ambition has been taught,
By being punished back, it is not free:
It must at some point gracefully refrain.
Greed has been taught a little abnegation
And shall be more before we're done v/ith it.
It is just fool enough to think itself
Self-taught. But our brute snarling and lashing
taught it.
None shall be as ambitious as he can.
None should be as ingenious as he could,
Not if I had my say. Bounds should be set
To ingenuity for being so cruel
In bringing change unheralded on the unready. 6^
What then is the answer? What are men to do? "Build soil,"
says Frost:
Build soil. Turn the farm in upon itself
Until it can contain itself no more,
But sweating-full, drips wine and oil a little.
I will go to my run-out social mind
And be as unsocial with it as I can.
The thought I have, and my first impulse is
To take to market- -I will turn it under.
The thought from that thought- -I will turn it under
In other words, develop yourself individually to your fullest
capacity and then you will be in a position to do great thing
None of your half-baked schemes for Frost:
Don't join too many gangs. Join few if any.
Join the United States and join the family
—
But not much in between unless a college. '0
67lbicL, p. 423.
68 Ibid., pp. 424-5.
69 Ibid., p. 428.
70 Ibid., p. 430.
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This is sound sense and it is a middle course. Frost evident-
ly believes in the golden mean. He tells the thinker:
The last step taken found your heft
Decidedly upon the left.
One more would throw you on the right.
Another still
—
you see your plight.
You call this thinking, but it's walking.7^
Nor is this central position of Frost's due to a desire for
safety in an economic or political sense. Frost is interested
in truth and he says
:
You would not think you knew enough to judge
The age when full upon you. That's my point.
We have to-day and I could call their name
Who know exactly what is out of joint
To make their verse and their excuses lame.
They've tried to grasp with too much social fact
Too large a situation.72
Frost wants to wait and make sure of what's going
on. He sees that all too often:
We dance round in a ring and suppose,
But the Secret sits in the middle and knows.73
Frost has little use for the "isms" and less for
our machine and commercial life.
The having anything to sell is what
Is the disgrace in man or state or nation.''*
he says. Revolution, however, won't cure things:
I advocate a semi-revolution.
The trouble with a total revolution
(Ask any reputable Rosicrucian)
Is that it brings the same class up on top.
'-'- Ibid
.
,
p. 431.
72Frost, A Witness Tree , p. 47.
73 Ibid., p. 71.
74Frost, Collected Poems , p. 199.
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Executives of skillful execution
Will therefore plan to go half-way and stop.
Yes, revolutions are the only salves,
But they're one thing that should be done by halves.
It isn f t changing systems that will fix things. A
change must first be made in man himself. The trouble is:
Space ails us moderns: we are sick with space.
Its contemplation makes us out as small
As a brief epidemic of microbes
That in a good glass may be seen to crawl
The patina of this the least of globes.
But have we there the advantage after all?
You were belittled into vilest worms
God hardly tolerated with his feet;
Which comes to the same thing in different terms.
We both are the belittled human race,
One as compared with God and one with space.
I had thought ours the more profound disgrace;
But doubtless this was only my conceit.'"
After all:
We may doubt the just proportion of good to ill.
There is much in nature against us. But we forget:
Take nature altogether since time began,
Including human nature, in peace and war,
And it must be a little more in favor of man,
Say a fraction of one per cent at the very least,
Or our number living wouldn't be steadily more,
Our hold on the planet wouldn't have so increased.'
Frost believes in man and in man's ability to do well, but he
sees that that ability is dependent on mind:
I have a mind myself and recognize
Mind when I meet with it in any guise.
No one can know how glad I am to find
On any sheet the least display of mind.' 8
T^Frost, A Witness Tree , p. 73.
76 Ibid .. pp. 48-9.
77 Ibid.
,
p. 43.
78 Ibid
. ,
p. 58.

Frost is a true humanist. He has a great sympathy
for his fellow men and he wants to see them get ahead; but he
realizes that any real help for them must come from within
themselves and nowhere else. In the final analysis one might
say that Frost was a staunch individualist.
As we have seen, Frost occupies the middle ground
with his philosophy of life. He "has had nothing to do with
the extremes."?9 Some of the critics had criticized him for
this, taking his central position as an indication of aloof-
ness. That is a serious fallacy. It takes as much (or in
these days more) "gumption" and conviction to stand for the
golden mean as it does to swing violently left or right. It
is true that there are some men who occupy a middle ground
who have no philosophy. But their's is the middle of the
mugwump. They are the sitters on the fence who look on, not
knowing on which side to jump. The follower of the golden
mean is not to be confused with the fence sitter, however.
Once one adopts a middle position out of reasoned deliberation
there are vast implications socially, morally, politically,
etc., implications that reach out to every phase of life and
that call for as much activity and thought as any other defi-
nite system,
Robert Frost is a great poet, a great thinker, and a
great human being.
YyVan Doren, quoted in Thornton, op,, cit.
,
p. 4.

CHAPTER VII
THREE HILLS
In Robert Hillyer we come to the end of our trail.
The youngest of our New Englanders, he has published the least
verse; but what he has published shows a finish and a range of
feeling that predict for the author a future which may well be
as bright as Frost 1 s present.
Hillyer's contemporary fame rests chiefly on three
volumes of poetry: Collected Verse , 1933; A Letter To Robert
Frost and Others . 1937; and Pattern of a Day , 1940. Scattered
through these volumes are many poems which were written much
earlier and which had been included in Hillyer's first seven
published works.
Before we plunge into our critical analysis of
Hilly er, let us first—as has been our custom—examine the
available critical estimations of Hillyer's work. As with
Coffin, the critical material concerning Hillyer is very small
and quite generally adverse. By all odds the major criticism
of Hillyer is that he has no message. W. R. Benet calls him
aloof. ^ Raymond Holden says he is unaffected by life.^ GranvilfLe
J-W. R. Benet, "Round About Parnassus," Saturday Re-
view of Literature, 10:397, January 6, 1934.
2 Raymond Holden, "The Pence of Persistence," Poetry ,
45:99-103, November, 1934.
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Hicks in his clever poetic parody of Hillyer 1 s letter to Frost
accuses him of being egotistically smug and unconcerned with
the great wrongs in society.^ it may be well to note here that
Hicks, at that time, was a member of the Communist Party and
was busily engaged in attempting to foist his principles onto
anything and everything he could lay his hands on. The Nation
in a bookreview claims that Hillyer has little to say.4 And
finally, Marjorie Barrows writes that he is: "A triumphant
quietist, who does not care to write about the events of our
time.
As we have reiterated time and time again this is
not valid criticism because the artist is free to choose what
he shall and what he shall not write about. However, even
accepting the criticism at its face value, it is still wrong.
Robert Hillyer is not unaffected by the life of our times and
only a very undiscerning reader of his poetry would make that
statement. Mr. Hillyer is a very subtle poet; while most of
the critics appear to be extremely unsubtle readers- -whatever
else they may be. They seem to be incapable of perceiving
the point in a rapier thrust, apparently they must be hit with
a hammer before they can be made to realize that a fact- is
being driven home. It never occurs to these critics that
a Granville Hicks, "A Letter To Robert Hillyer," New
Republic, 92:308, October 20, 1937.
4The Nation. 137:715
?
December 20
?
1933.
^Marjorie Barrows, compiler, Pulitzer Prize Poems
(New York: Random House, 1941), p. 183.

passages like:
'Vfaat! you were in the war! I'd never guess it
Reading your books. What a strange man you are.
Think of dear Brooke and Seeger and Joyce Kilmer,
—
Of course, they all met heroes' deaths,—but still
How can experiences so profound
Have failed to leave one comma on your verses?'
'Bird droppings, madam, are not punctuation,
However fair the bird; you do but join
The illimitable clamor of bad causes
7/hich deafen poetry. . . . 6
are at once both social and literary criticism. I suppose
that had the author said, "Gentlemen, I am about to offer
some remarks on society. I do not like your society. I tiling
that you are all wrong. I think that your ridiculous theories
are not worth discussing. There, I have said something about
society"; then some of the critics might finally see that
Hillyer had said something about society. But this is by no
means all that Hillyer says. As we shall see in our analysis
of his work he offers a good many criticisms and makes many
social judgments.
But back to the critics for a moment! As we ob-
served with our other subjects, the critics do not seem able
to make up their minds as to Mr. Hillyer' s classification,
Horace Gregory calls his work neo-classic and academic;^ R. P
Blackmur labels him a mystic;8 Kreymborg claims he's a roman-
6 Robert Hillyer, Pattern of a Day (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1940), p. 63.
7Horace Gregory, "At The Cross Roads," Poetry , 32:
165-7, June, 1928.
8 R. P. Blackmur, "In Search of Soul," Poetry , 39:
340-42, March, 1932.

tic;9 E. L. Walton puts him down as religious and serious; 1^
while J. L. Haney says that he is classical. 1 -1" One thing that
they all do recognize (a thing that even the veriest tyro coul
see) is that Hillyer's poetic technique is very good. He is
an extremely able craftsman; in fact, he is probably one of
the best metrists the language has ever seen.
C. A. Millspaugh, who links Coffin and Hillyer to-
gether as smug, self-complacent, and sentimental poets, ob-
serves that Hillyer's A Letter to Robert Frost and Others is
an "exercise in tedium' 1 and is very poor blank verse . Either
Mr. Millspaugh is a very poor reader of poetry, or he didn't
even bother to read the book at all (as one so often suspects
of these critics) because the volume in question is not in
blank verse. It is entirely in heroic couplets . Another
example of the type of criticism extant is that of Mr. Alfred
Kreymborg. This worthy acknowledges that Hillyer's verse is
"almost flawless technically" but, says he, he "ought to brea^j:
the rules now and then and play hookey with irregularity." 13
Since Kreymborg is a wonderful example of irregularity himsel
yAlfred Kreymborg, Our Singing Strength (Few York:
Coward-McCann, Inc., 1929), p. 588.
10E. L. Walton, "Book Review," Books , p. 8, Decembef*
22, 1940.
"^J. L. Haney, quoted in Barrows, op., cit., p. 184.
12 C. A. Millspaugh, "Harvard Has It," Poetry , 51:
267-70, February, 1938.
13 Kreymborg, loc . cit .
• 9
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what he is saying in effect is: you should stop writing like
yourself and write more like me. This is in the same category
as those other criticisms of poetry which demand that the poet
exhibit the same philosophy for which the critic stands, or
be damned.
Let us go now to Hillyer 's work and see, first, as
has been our practice, whether he is classical or romantic in
his attitude toward his poetry. He says:
Aware that obsession is the more fashionable at the
moment, I'm still for balance. .. .Power in any art is two-
fold: impulse and restraint. Steam is necessary, but
equally so the clenching piston which forces it to an
orderly accomplishment of the carefully foreseen.
^
This is almost a paraphrase of Ben Jonson's remark that the
spirited horse often needs the bit more than the spur. Hilly
€
goes on to advise young poets to:
Work over your technique with drudgery ... .Do not
follow current vogues. .. .There can be no art that is not
based on an accepted tradition; any more than there can
be communication without an accepted speech. 15
This is the doctrine of pure classic ism- -form, restraint, and
hard work. Hillyer in his poetry realizes his position in
the contemporary romantic world and he states:
I fall between two stools- -I can't say Chairs --
A bard too learn' d, a scholar in arrears.
The critical reviewers, week by week,
Damn poets who command their own technique.
Professor is a title that to them
Begins in laughter and concludes in phlegm.
A careful rhyme, a spondee nobly planned
14 Robert Hillyer, "Robert Frost Lacks Power," New
England Quarterlv. dd. 402-404 T April, 1932.
15 Robert Hillyer, "Random Hints For Poets," Forum,
95:320-21j May.* 1936.
s
r
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Is academic, and the work unmanned.
Would that these critics lived in houses fashioned
By carpenters congenially impassioned.
I'd love to see the rooftree fall on ..,_no,
The name is legion; let us leave it so.
If further proof were necessary I am in a position to offer
it, having been fortunate enough to study the history and prin-
ciples of versification under Mr. Hillyer at Harvard. His
course is built entirely upon classic doctrine and the classic
poets; the great emphasis is on tradition, form, and technique
Hillyer has no use whatsoever for the wilder order of our con-
temporary romantic poets and he heaps contumely on the heads
of men like Whitman, Sandburg, Eliot, Jeffers, Pound, Masters,
and D. H. Lawrence. But you don't have to take my word for it.
Listen to him:
You bid me name no names, so I shall heed
By using cypher he who runs may read.
In short, I note the vogue no longer smiles
On one un-Briton in the British Isles;
Nor heeds from Italy that "wandering voice"
Whose absence should make Idaho rejo ice. 17
He is speaking, of course, of T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. Or
again:
'0 if Rome had one neck! and I a sword I
'
Cried Rome's exasperated overlord.
We view the literary mobs, and ah,
Who would not echo wise Caligula?
Is there no city where they meet, or rather
Some single room where all the schools foregather?
The Communist, the psychoanalytic,
The aesthete, and the defutated critic?!8
16 Robert Hillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937), pp. 21-22.
17 Ibid
. « p. 5,
I8 lb id.
T p. 45.
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This time he hits the types instead of individuals. But he
gets at the very heart of the matter which lies behind many
of these types and individuals when he says:
This attempt to bind our poetry to our own age and
country is one of the most pestilent heresies we have yet
endured.
The older the country, the less talk one hears about
tradition. In England, one hears it mentioned not at all;
in New England, seldom. I think the American tradition
rose phoenix-like from the ashes of Chicago.
We must be true to our country, not as a nation, but
as a countrys ide • • . . 19
This is not only a keen shaft at the fallacy in much of the
poetry of men like Whitman or Sandburg, but it answers in part
those critics who accuse Hillyer of unconcern with his age.
Hillyer wants no superficial flag waving poetry; he is inter-
ested in the deep and artistically true:
For the deepest root of all poetry is that which
penetrates so far that it loses itself in the entangled
aspirations of all mankind. It is quite clear that a
good poet must be at home in his countryside and his
world, and must be at one with the great spirits and tra-
ditions of the past. 2
Frost and Coffin, who as we have seen have their
roots in the soil, suffer from the same trouble with the cri-
tics who insist on making them sons of Maine or Few Hampshire,
completely overlooking the universality in their work.
Hillyer is undeniably classical in his attitude.
How about his use of form? The volume A Letter To Robert
Frost and Others is completely in heroic couplets. In his
19 Robert Hillyer, First Principles of Verse (Boston:
The Writer, Inc., 1938), p. 95.
20 lb id ., p. 154.

other two volumes under consideration we find fifty-four son-
nets, a good deal of blank verse, and much use of the four
stress quartrain and the four stress couplet. Here are some
selections
:
Our friendship, Robert, firm through twenty years,
Dares not commend these couplets to your ears:
How celebrate a thing so rich and strange
—
Two poets whose affection does not change;
Immune to all the perils Nature sends,
World war and revolution and kind friends. 21
This is perfect couplet form in iambic pentameter. Note that
the couplets are even end- stopped—a neo-classic touch. His
sonnets too are ultra-classic; not for him the Shakespearean
form:
The last debauch; tomorrow I shall go
Alone into the upper light, where dwells
Conjecture. There shall be no faint farewells
Or any leavetaking that mortals know.
Drink deep, drink deep, life's fathomable wells
Are almost dry. For at the first cock-crow
I shall stride forth and answer blow with blow
And dim the sun with brighter miracles.
Nothing will go with me but wrath I glean
Among these meadows where we plant no joys;
May pride be in my hands a sword as keen
As is the flash that blesses and destroys.
And so. Farewell I the highway that I tread
Is dark or dawn, the livingl—or the dead! 22
This is Petrarchan. Here are a few lines of blank verse:
We come on leaden feet, we come with leaden
Tread along the haunted corridors
Through darkness void as in a dying brain
Where one by one the thoughts have flickered out. 23
^iHillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others , p. 3
22 Robert Hillyer, Collected Verse (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1934), p. 109.
23 lb id ., p. 175.
i
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This is perfectly regular, no innovations here.
All through his work no matter what stanza or verse
pattern he adopts his poems are always traditional. Beats and
metres are regular and the rimes are meticulously observed.
It is in his method of expression that Hillyer dif-
fers so greatly from Frost and Coffin. Hillyer is an expres-
sionist. He "believes that:
After all is said and done, the poet's function re-
mains one of the simplest in the world: to lose himself
in the object he is contemplating,... 24
This, in other words, is the quality of abstracting that maJces
the method express ion istic. This is how it works out:
For Ever
Vihen I say For Ever I think of the temple of Zeus,
The broken drums of the columns buried in grass;
Marble avails not, words are of little use,
It is longer than miles from Olympia to Patras.
For Ever is marble, For Ever is white and tall,
But the road I follow ends in a tangle of v/eeds
T
:,here lie the drums of the columns, the stones of the
wall,
Broken letters of a word that no man reads. 26
Here is no realism, no description of a scene, no impression-
ism. This is pure intellectual elaboration of the philosophy
behind the word "forever." The poet is creatively expressing
himself; at the same time he is teaching a lesson. It is in-
teresting to compare this to that famous sonnet of Shelley's,
"Ozymandias," where much the same thought is expressed. Ano-
ther fine example of this express ionistic method is "Night
^-Hillyer, First Principles of Verse , p. 80.
25Hillyer« Collected Verse, p. 3.
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Piece"
:
There is always the sound of falling water here;
By day, blended with birdsong and v/indy leaves,
By night, the only sound, steady and clear
Through the darkness and half-heard through sleepers
dreams.
Here in the mottled shadow of glades, the deer,
Unstartled, waits until the walker is near,
Then with a silent bound, without effort is gone,
While the sound of falling water goes on and on.
Those are not stars reflected in the lake,
They are shadows of stars that were there aeons ego;
When you walk by these waters at night, you must
forsake
All you have known of time; you are timeless, alone,
The mystery almost revealed, like the breath you tai
In the summer dawn before the world is awake,
Or the last breath, when the spirit beyond recalling
Goes forth to the sound of water for ever falling.
Swift as deer, half-thoughts in the summer mind
Flash with their hints of happiness and are gone;
In the dark waters of ourselves we find
No stars but shadows of stars which memory lost.
Dark are the waters under the bridge we crossed,
And the sound of their falling knows neither end noi
start.
Frail are your stars, deep are your waters, mind;
And the sound of falling water troubles my heart. 26
This poem is an example at once of Hillyer's expressionism
—
the abstraction of the falling water into a vehicle for medi-
tation upon the mystery of life, and his remarkable technique*
the metrical effects being almost musical*
Thus far we have seen that Hillyer is classical,
traditional, and express ionist ic
;
but, as with the other New
Englanders, there is also a broad streak of mysticism in him.
It finds its clearest expression in such a poem as "From The
Foothills"
:
26Hillyer, Pattern of a Day, pp. 18-19.
1
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By many paths we reach the single goal,
And all our quarrels deal but with its name;
There is no soul so different from my soul
As in its essence to be not the same.
No warrior but in his heart must know
How triumph is not proud nor vengeance sweet,
For he beholds, who slays the kindred foe,
Himself, self-murdered, lying at his feet.
It has been written that we are the islands
Which, ocean-sundered into seeming twain,
Are truly of one continent, the highlands
Wrought of one rock and rooted in one plain.
Bright Himalayan peace! the humblest crest
One with the splendour of Mount Everest. 2?
Here again is the unity of humankind, the oneness of being.
A more concrete utilization of the mystic formula is found in
"Overheard"
:
The grey sea beach was empty but for three
Who paced the foamline of the rising tide.
The two, mother and son, looked out to sea,
The third, invisible, walked at their side.
He shouted to them. (Hear the salt wind sighing.
)
He wrung his hands. (The air is growing chill.
)
He cried aloud, "You see the grey gull flying,
Can't you see me, Matilda? Can't you, Bill?"
A sudden notion swept into her head:
"You look more like your father all the time."
"I don't. I look just like myself," he said,
And then both smiled like partners in a crime.
The third was writhen into wisps of pain
And scattered into the grey fog again. 28
We have made the remark several times that Hillyer
is one of the best of the English metrists. It will be inter-
esting to investigate why this is so. Hillyer is a master of
the short two stress line that Skelton was so fond of using.
"Lullaby" is a good example:
The long canoe
Toward the shadowy shore,
^'Hillyer, Collected Verse , p. 125.
28 ibid., p. 127.
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One . . . two • . .
Three . . . four . . •
The paddle dips,
Turns in the wake,
Pauses, then
Forward again.
Water drips
From the blade to the lake.
Nothing but that,
No sound of wings
;
The owl and bat
Are velvet things.
No wind awakes,
No fishes leap,
No rabbits creep
Among the brakes.
The long canoe
At the shadowy shore,
One . . • two • . •
Three • • • four . . .
A murmur now
Under the prow
Where rushes bow
To let us through.
One . • • two . . •
Upon the shore,
Three • . . four . . .
Upon the lake,
No one's awake,
No one ' s awake
,
One • • . two • • •
No one, not even you.29
Observe how the time swings slowly back and forth in each line.
Contrast this with "XXth Century"
:
There is no time,
No time,
There is no time,
Not even for a kiss,
Not even for this,
Not even for this rhyme.
It is May
And blossoms sway
In sifted snow
Under the moon.
I only know
29 lb id ., pp. 15-16.

That I can not stay,
For today is May
And tomorrow June.
An arrow shot
From an idiot's bow,
That is my lot
And I must go.
There is no time,
No time,
There is no time.
Not even for a kiss,
Not even for this,
Not even for this rhyme,
—
No ... 130
Here is the same two stress beat, but note now how much more
rapidly the pendulum swings back and forth. Read "Lullaby"
again and watch how the slow effect is gained by the use of
the long vowels a, e, i, o, u and by the "sh" sound, and the
caesural pause. On the other hand, see how the beat is in-
creased in "XXth Century" by the use of the explosive conso-
nants t, n, m; the hard consonants k, j, g; and the sharp s.
Here's another bit of sleep-inducing poetry:
Sleep, you are there,
Sleep, you are home.
The moonlight comb
Combs your hair.
And now you are home.
After centuries, now.
After centuries, home.31
Sleep, however, is not all Hillyer has to offer. Some of his
verse will almost make your feet dance as you read. Take a b
like
:
30 lb id ., pp. 20-21.
3lHillyer, Pattern of a Day , p. 4.
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We are the glory, we are the dancers, you
Will dance with us, you will dance glory with us,
Over the mountain, over the ocean, over
The mountain, over the sea, beyond the mountain,
Beyond the mountain and the sea. Beyond # 32
The last three lines are particularly catchy. Hillyer has
the knack for melody, and it is without surprise that we learn
that he is a fine musician and has composed several orchestral
pieces.
Well, enough of the mechanical aspect; let us turn
to Hillyer 's thought and see what he stands for. This is the
man of whom (more than of any other) it has been said that he
stands for nothing. Some critics quote his poem "Unregimented"
as proof of this:
Who calls on poets to espouse a cause
Knows little Plato, less of Nature's laws.
The poets, drones in Plato's honeyed State,
Were crowned with wool and shown the outward gate
;
While Nature these delirious weapons framed
For marksmanship at what they Iiave not aimed.
It is the maddest logic to recruit
Legions so careless of which way they shoot.
'Fire!' the corporal commands, and all
The obedient poets shoot the corporal.
Far more adroit to leave them quite unarmed,
Lest by their random shots both sides are harmed.
My Communist and Fascist friends have learned
This wholesome lesson; I am doubly spurned.
Between two stools thus gratefully I slither
And find the floor more comfortable than either.
Freed of all obligation to enlist
On any side, triumphant Quietist. 33
At first glance it does look as though the poet were renounc-
ing any sort of participation in life. But examine the poem
closely: The poet does not say, "I have no opinions and I
32Hillyer, Collected Verse , p. 182.
33Hillyer, Pattern of a Day , p. 44.
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have nothing to preach." He merely says to those who have
asked him to espouse a cause, that this particular cause is
not his, and he will not enlist. In fact the poet specifies
the causes which he is avoiding: Communism and Fascism. The
poem is called "Unregimented" and obviously the poet doesn't
want to he regimented. This is a cause in itself. Perhaps
the critics didn't realize that. Many who are fighting the
Nazis today do so because they do not want to be regimented
either. This is much the same stand that we saw Robert Frost
talcing when he refused to swing to left or right. Hillyer is
assuming the middle ground, the golden mean. He is not fence
sitting, however. He doesn't hesitate to hit at the things
he dislikes:
All follies regimented are akin
—
Free verse and Bolshevism and bad gin. 34
That is far from aloofness.
As we saw in Coffin and Frost, Hillyer is a hater of
our machine civilization with its attendant materialism. He
says
:
Less fortunate we who brought forth the machine
And dare not slay it, lest the truth be seen
That we, now helplessly identified
With the machine, would perish if it died.
We watch each other, our fates intertwined:
It feeds us canned goods and we feed it mind;
It kills us and then calls us from the grave
With new machines, lest it should lack a slave.35
Now has he any use for the philistines. He makes
it clear who they are
:
34Hillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others, p. 7 •
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More, though of equal promise doomed to lose
Their gift in banking, salesmanship, or booze, 36
And in telling his son of his youthful brigandage in neighbor-
ing orchards he warns
:
Pray do not in your after years, reread
As 'theft the simplest method to succeed'
These casual lines. Our family does not mix
In banking, surgery, or politics. 27
The condemnation is sufficiently explicit without further elab-
oration. Hillyer knows what is wrong:
Holy America, your topmost boughs
Are leafless because greedy frost has killed them.
Your roots are sound; only the showy leaves
Are dead. Let us cut back to the sound roots. 38
Yes, cut back to the sound roots I Reconcile once
more man's life with his spirit:
Learning and life are too far wrenched apart,
I can not reconcile, for all my art, „qStudies that go one way and life another,...
Hillyer is sure that "the things that make outlive the things
that mar."4^ And to him the things that make are those of
the spirit and of faith. He observes of us:
How much less fortunate a generation
Where doubt is dogma, faith a speculation.4 -1-
Hillyer has a message and he is striving mightily to put it
3b ib id
. ,
p. 13.
37 Ibid .
. p. 52.
38Hillyer, Pattern of a Day , pp. 8-9.
39Hillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others , p. 29,
40Ibid . , p. 9.
41 lb id
. , p. 42,
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across. He knows that it is difficult to do:
And since we've reached the French, shall we not paj/
A visit to the realm of Rabelais?
One story from that golden "book has been
Stolen so often that I'll steal again.
You will remember how amazed they were
When voices sounded from the springtime air,
Voices long frozen by the winter, words
Perhaps of wisdom, suddenly like birds
Released by spring from hushed refrigeration.
When will spring thaw our wisdom to the nation?4^
His message is a simple one. Like the other New
Englanders he believes in the basic possibilities lying in mai
What heart is so rotten, forgotten
Of God and of man, that never it can
As I thought, as it seemed—or maybe I dreamed,
—
Be finally redeemed?43
And he believes in life's simple and elemental things:
Let us be simple. Let us take delight.
A man, a woman, and a child at night,
Sleeping and sleeping well, safely at rest:
The human Good dreaming eternal Best.44
The entire question is summed up in tv/o sonnets:
V
It is the crowd has come upon us, every
Man flung blindly by the brute machine.
Worry replaces faith, and anger, revery;
All caught, the rich, the poor, and those between.
In traps of man's contrivance, but beyond
Control by any man, we perish here,
Like animals imprisoned in a pound,
Who fall upon each other crazed with fear.
Where are those lonely Outer Hebrides
Whence, for the larger knowledge of the night,
The soul of man beside the starry seas
May measure once again the depth and height
4^Hillyer, Pattern of a Day, p. 56.
43 Ibid., p. 51.
^Ibid., p. 59.
.:
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Of lost humanity? Where are the charts?
The ships? the captains? and the undaunted hearts?
This poses the problem and asks what is to be done.
I
This is no idle rhetoric to reach
Your ears for this occasion, though I use
Some figures that are common to our speech,
Some noble words made weak with long abuse.
For I have seen winds blow the forest down,
And I have seen some sturdy trees survive;
Death have I seen, and war, and I have known
The miracles that keep the soul alive.
And I have known, as well, the Things that kill
With a long death those unsubstantial men
Who would with money or with systems fill
The human void, that shall be void until
The spirit is acknowledged once again
As lord of Things. We shall be richer, tiien.46
Here is the answer- -return to the spirit. It is a lovely
philosophy and an old one. It was familiar to Pascal and
Boethius and Thomas a Kemp is. This is the man of whom it
was said that he had no message, nothing to offer in our trou-
bled world. He has much to give, did one only seek it—the
critics were looking in the wrong place. Somewhere Hillyer as
Did you, as women do the wide world over,
Beg worldly grants from an unworldly lover?"*'
That was precisely where the critics of Hillyer made their
error. They were asking worldly grants from an unworldly soul
*£>Ibid., p. 72.
46 Ibid., p. 68.
47Hillyer, A Letter to Robert Frost and Others, d. £
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUS IONS
The central problem in this study of the New England
Pulitzer prize winners—Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer—has been
three -fold. Throughout the paper it has been our contention,
first, that the New England poets herein described are classic
and represent an island of classicism in the general sea of
American romanticism; second, that the average American poetry-
critic of the day completely misunderstands and misinterprets
the New Englanders; and third, that the great mass of critical
evaluation of the day is hopelessly inadequate in its classi-
fication of modern poets, especially those of New England.
That our three New England poets actually are class
i
cal in their attitude toward poetry and traditional in their
use of form has been adequately shown in the chapters dealing
with each of the men under discussion both by analysis of
their poetry and by the statements of the authors themselves.^*
That this classicism is a small island in the general sea of
American romanticism is obvious from the survey of the con-
temporary situation as presented in the second chapter. Other
men have noticed this new resurgence in New England poetry.
Coffin observes in one of his lectures on poetry :
Just at the moment, when the rest of the country
lf2f. 5irte. ; p p. 46 -49 3 66-73, 92-96.
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was relegating New England poetry to the company of the
ancient dead, putting Bryant and Longfellow, Whittier and
Holmes and Lowell safely away into libraries and textbooks
a whole new brood of New England poets broke their shells
and came out into the cold clear light of Boston and Derr%
and Burlington and Cambridge, piping a new kind of music. 2
Nor is Coffin alone I Indeed Van wyck Brooks makes this re-
naissance of New England poetry the central theme of his fine
volume. New England : Indian Summer.
Some attempt to explain why the New Englanders are
classic was made in the fourth chapter so that the reader
could have an understanding of some of the institutions and
backgrounds that underlie our poets.
As to the second point, the misunderstanding and
misinterpretation of the critics regarding- the poetry of the
New Englanders, that has been shown to be substantially true
in the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters where we specifi-
cally quoted the critics and placed beside their criticisms
the actual materials taken from the texts of our poets to
show that the criticisms were incorrect and invalid. If we
omit from the criticisms those portions which deal with de-
scription of the poetry and attempted classification both of
the poetry and the authors, it will be at once apparent that
what generally remains is an attack of the New Englanders on
two counts:
1. that they present no philosophy of life in gen-
eral;
P. T. Coffin, New Poetry of New England (Balti-
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1938), p. 1.
>

2. that they are aloof and show no concern for or
criticism of man and society.
^
This, from the evidence which we found in our criti-
cal examination of the texts of our authors, is untrue. We
have seen that the New England poets are very much concerned
with the state of society and with their fellow men. We have
also seen that the New Knglanders each has a definite philoso-
phy.
Coffin deplores our age of machinery, commerce, and
greed and recommends that man return to nature and leave the
drah, ugly cities. Frost and Hillyer have essentially the
same view of the matter. All of them are agreed that our ci-
vilization is false, superficial, and barbarous.
Coffin believes strongly that mankind is basically
good and that the universe is united by the mystic bond of the
oneness of soul. He has faith that if humans can be brought
to see the beauty of the country and the value of life's simple
acts and things a reformation of the spirit will result which
will aid greatly in restoring our diseased culture to health.
Frost has also come to believe in the mystical unity
of all things and in the efficacy of nature's healing power.
But where Coffin is highly enthusiastic and propagandist ic,
Frost is slow and calm. He is a believer in the worth of
mind and a follower of the golden mean, and these paths are
his road for mankind's salvation. Coffin is in favor of mass
Cf. ante., pp. 42, 45-46, 63, 88-90.
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conversion; Frost wants to leave his salvation up to the indi-
vidual. No wild-eyed extremes for Frost; he believes that the
reasoning, middle road is the safe and sane road.
Hillyer, while recognizing our society's ills and
deploring the commercialism and greed and ugliness, is the lea
democratic of the three. Hillyer is a definite intellectual
aristocrat who believes that ultimately the few shall save
the many. Like Frost and Coffin he has a belief in mysticism,
and in the value of nature as a remedial power. Like Frost
he is slow and calm about his beliefs and does not feel oblige
to propagate them widely and loudly. In his own way Hillyer
is also a follower of the golden mean and manages to pretty
well preserve for himself a middle ground which he refuses to
yield for the more extreme positions, despite the intense
critical pressure which has been brought to bear on him.
The third contention in this study has been that
the mass of critical evaluation of the day is hopelessly in-
adequate in its classification of modern poets, especially the
of New England. This inadequacy has rested largely on the
poor use of the terminology as applied by the critics.4 The
major fallacy seems to be the attempted classification of a
poet by some one critical word such as "realist," etc. If
any one thing has been obvious in our critical analysis of
the New Englanders it is that all of them are well-developed
poets, complex and many-sided. All are classical; Coffin is
4 Cf. ante., pp. 42-44, 63-68, 90-91.
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impressionistic, Frost is realistic, and Hillyer is express ion
-
istic. All are traditional in their use of verse and all of
them have a broad touch of mysticism. There are also various
symbolic and metaphysical elements in the picture. These are
the men whom the critics have attempted to fix with a phrase I
That in itself is bad enough, but, as we saw, the words that
they did use were as often as not incorrect anyway
•
Human beings --especially these poets, who represent
humanity on a high level—are much too broad to define in
just a few terms and after only a brief study. Living men
who are vitally interested in the things which are going on
about them have too many elements working in them at the same
time for haphazard cataloguing. Work of a critical sort must
be done slowly, patiently, and with a good deal of care. The
only manner in which criticism may be valid is for it to
adopt a scientific manner and phraseology. We noticed that
the critics differed greatly among themselves in the terms
which they applied to the various authors. This is not nec-
essarily so much an indication that these men placed differ-
ing interpretations on the authors as it is that they placed
differing interpretations on their terms. In other words,
when one critic says Frost is a realist and another describes
him as a naturalist chances are that they see and are describe
ing the same thing, but are using different terms for it.
This is the condition which must be eliminated. Critics in
general must come to some sort of an agreement as to the tool^
of their art. Physicists would never get anywhere if they
110
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insisted on using a dozen different terms for some one pheno-
menon. Quibbling over the meanings inherent in various terms
will get us nowhere. Even arbitrary fixation of what a term
will stand for will be valid if all agree to it. Only in that
way will the problem of a competent critical terminology be
solved.

CHAPTER IX
A COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT
Problem . In this study we shall examine the life,
work, beliefs, and contemporary criticism of Coffin, Frost,
and Hillyer in an endeavor to show:
1. that the better New England poets represent an
island of classicism in the general sea of American poetic
romanticism.
2. that the average American poetry critic of the
day completely misunderstands and misinterprets the New
Englanders
.
3. that the great mass of critical evaluation of
the day is hopelessly inadequate in its classification of
modern poets, especially those of New England.
The proof of the first proposition will aid us in
deciding whether the New England background has contributed
anything special to its poets. The proof of the second pro-
position should show the need for checking the loose and vague
critical use of terms and the oversimplified classification of
poets by means of a single label. The proof of the third pro-
position will bring us to a defense and justification of the
much maligned New Englanders.
Method . Our method will first require that we pre-
sent a brief review of the contemporary American scene in po-
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etry. The review will be organized along two major lines:
1. A history of the trends in American poetry since
1912.
2. A discussion of the chief American poets since 19
The history of the poetic trends will enable us to
perceive in its broad outlines the general direction which the
mass of our poetry has taken. The discussion of our outstandi
poets will enable us to tie this direction down to particular
individuals. Once this background has been established we can
then place the New England poets against it so as to see more
clearly exactly what their position is.
Our next step will consist of a factual summary of t
lives of our three poets --Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer. This wi
give us material with which we can compare the backgrounds of
the poets, and will lead us to a consideration of those influ-
ences in their backgrounds which have made for classicism.
The final procedure will take us to a careful analy-
sis of the criticism which has been offered on these men by
their contemporaries; and a critical examination of the poetry
which they have written, and the beliefs which they have ex-
pressed.
For the review of the contemporary scene the chief
modern literary historians and critics will be referred to.
Biographical data on the lives of our poets will be gathered
from all available published sources. The discussion of the
background for classicism will be based on reputable histories
of the particular New England institutions involved. Finally,
12.
ng
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the critical material on our poets will be collected from all
of the materials on the subject that are extant; and the exam-
ination of the work and beliefs of the poets v/ill be based on
their latest and best known writings.
Findings. With the problem in mind, and using the
methods outlined above several things became evident. The gen-
eral body of modern American poetry was shown to be romantic
and experimental and the chief of the practicing poets were see
to be for the most part romantic users of free verse. The New
England poets stood out by virtue of the fact that they were
classical and traditional in their poetry and because of the
tremendous percentage of success that they had achieved (on th*
Pulitzer Prize) as against the poets of the rest of the country
The lives of our poets--Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer
—
revealed certain things which they had in common: residence anc
education acquired in New England's old universities (Harvard
and Bowdoin), connection and contact with England, love for th<
land and nature, membership in Phi Beta Kappa, and publicatio]
in the Atlantic Monthly. These institutions we saw were all
connected in the New England background because their founders
and chief men had in each instance consisted of the same group
We pointed out that the original influences had been classical
and traditional and had persisted to this day. They were in
large measure responsible for the classicism of the poets of
our study.
In our examination of the work and beliefs of the
New Englanders it was at once made clear beyond doubt that all
n
1
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of them were classical in their attitude toward their poetry
and traditional in their use of verse. We saw, too, that the
critics misunderstood and misinterpreted the New Englanders
accusing them:
1. of having no philosophy,
2. of being aloof and showing no concern for man.
Our analysis of the work and beliefs of the poets proved this
to be untrue. The New Englanders all deplored our modern mecha
ized, mercantile society and recommended a return to nature anc
the simple, elemental things of life. They all showed a strong
belief in the unity of humanity and God, and in the value of
the human spirit. Coffin we saw to be more assertive in this
belief and more propagandists in his approach. Frost and
Hillyer both repudiated any tendency toward extreme points of
view socially or politically and adhere to the middle ground,
the golden mean, as a way of life. •
In our study of modern criticism as it has been ap-
plied to these men two things became evident:
1. that most of the critics attempted to classify
these poets with some one term such as "realist," etc.,
2. that the critics for the most part disagreed great
over what terms were to be applied, some using "realist"
while another used "naturalist" for the same thing.
We saw in our analysis of Coffin, Frost, and Hillyer
that the first of these practices is a serious fallacy since
the poets were all complex men with many sides to their devel-
opment, all of which require adequate critical consideration.

The second practise is obviously bad for criticism as a science
since the first necessity of any profession is that those who
practise it agree on the terminology which they must use.
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